Students conquer Johnson Pond race! RlAA CONTINUES

CRACK DOWN ON
ILLEGAL DOWNLOADS
By ANNA KELEMAN
NEWS STAFF

On Friday, Sept. 21, Information
Technology Services sent all students
a message detailing seven facts about
copyright infringement. Students who
read this message learned that the
College has crafted a policy for an
activity that onl y emerged in the past
ten years. Forget sex. drugs and drinking—the new forbidden temptation is
illegal downloading of copyrig hted
material. While the College does not
monitor or police individual student
computer use. federal , state and local
law enforcement are being pressed to
increase their involvement in supporting the music and film industries m
their attempts to protect copyrighted
materials.
The New York Times reported m
March 2007 that the Recording
Industry Association of America
{RlAA) had taken legal action against
roug hly 18,000 computer users
nationwide since September 2003.
Already this semester the RlAA has
initiated legal action against the owners of several college computers .
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Students observe the action as teams participate in the Student Programming Boards annual Regatta.

Making f riends on common ground
By CHELSEA EAKIN
MANAGING EDITOR

Creativity, vitality and positive
energy illuminate Unity. Maine each
September as people from all walks of
life flood the Common Ground
Country Fair, organized by the Maine
Organic Farmers and Gardeners
\ssociation (MOFGA). Farmers, gardeners , artists, political activists ,
musicians and visitors gather to ntalc?
connections, share ideas, educate and
listen to one another. The fair is a celebration of rural living and organic
farming, as well as a celebration of
imagination and innovation.
Last Saturday I wandered the fair-

grounds, listening to speakers and
starting conversations . 1 joined a
crowd gathered around two women
flipp ing through ink banners created
as part of a project to raise awareness
about globalization and social justice
The women were animated and
engaging and attracted a sizable
crowd.
They
discussed
Plan
Colombia , the U.S. anti-narcotics
strategy, and its negative affects on the
country. The group, based in Machias ,
Maine is known as the Beehive
Deftfi Collective. A fl yer I read said
thn the Collective , comprising mostly
women , uses graphics and metaphors
from the natural world to address
comp licated , interconnected issues in
an accessible format.

I approached a woman who
appeared to be involved with the project. "I love this fair," the woman ,
who goes by Sasha Bee, said. "I just
think it 's really amazing to see all the
local resources and local people...to
see the creativity that there is in this
state."
After looking at some of the other
banners , I moved on I listened to
Brenda Lynn Gould speak about the
benefits of natural medicines. "One of
the things I want to get across to you
folks is language surrounding medicine and how positive and negative
language gets messages across," she
began. She discussed how "back in
the day " some people spoke about bad
sp irits invading the body and how
modem doctors will often consider
these people "backward." Instead of
using the word "spirit ," contemporary
doctors talk about viruses, infections
and bacteria. "A lot of things remain
the same, they are just described differently. " She went on to teach the
audience how to use the plant elderberry to prevent cold and flu.
I wanted to find someone who
could give me some insight on the fair
and its history. In the main building I
saw an older man sitting behind the
membership booth and asked if 1
could talk to him. His name was
Robert Martin, a retired eng ineer and
lifetime gardener, and this was his
thirty-first year working at the fair. He
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The Common Ground Country Fair took p lace this past weekend in Unity

Continued on Page 5

EDJlUH IN CHIEF

The College and the City of
Waterville recentl y met with officials
from the Maine Department of
fr .insportation to discuss repairs to
Mayflower Hill Drive. Construction
should begin this fall, and will not
nvolve a large scale reconstruction of
the road.
According to Administrative Vice
'resident Doug Terp the total cost of
¦
' -¦building the road is in the range of
S2 to $7 million , and the current
MDOT budget cannot support a prowl of that scale Instead the State will
ta lesser repairs , pulling funds left
ver from a stud y commissioned on
"' ie possibility of a bypass road a few
•cars ago. Terp explained that the

INSIDE

THIS
ISSUE:

MDOT's budget will continue to be
strained in the future , "MDOT is facing a severe funding shortfall given
the large number of roads it is responsible for maintaining and their current
condition; MDOT recentl y estimated
the shortfall at more
than $2 billion over
the next ten years.
Given the recent
public attention on
bridge
safety,
MDOT is very likely
to face even more
challenges in trying to allocate limited
hig hway funds." he said.
City Councilman Henry Beck '09
said that the project has been slowed
due to a lack of funding. "The project
has been slow in coming for a classic
reason; funds are low and needs are

hig h for road repair. "
He also said that given the relatively low priority of the May flower Hill
project it is unlikely that a major
reconstruction will be made a priority
in the next few years.
The College has
discussed with the
City and the State the
possibility of traffic
calming measures on
the road, given both
the residential makeup of the campus as
well as the increased pedestrian element
added with the opening of the Diamond
Building in the Winter of 2007. The
budget for the current project includes
$200,000 in funds from the MDOT for
traffic calming measures.
Given the urgency of the need to

Construction
should begin
this fall...

Find out how to
get the Wall Street
Journal on weekdays on Page 2

By ELISABETH PONSOT
NEWS EDITOR

In the Ostrove Auditorium on Sept.
23, a packed crowd assembled to hear
former U.S . counter-terrorism advisor
Richard Clarke give a talk detailing
his insig hts on the Bush administration 's "Global War on Terror " the
U.S -lead mission that
Clarke
described as "not global, not a war.
and not reall y on terrorism "
Clarke is an expert on intelli gence ,
counter-terrorism , and cyber security
who was chief counter-terrorism advisor to the National Security Council
under President Bill Clinton and
throug hout the first term of President
George W. Bush; lie penned the book
"Against All Enemies ." a critical
account of counter-terrorism posture
under President Bush leading up to
Sept. 11. 2001. To a standing room
only audience, Clarke spoke about the
Global War on Terror ana on the Iraq
War, sharing what lie described as "a
fairly serious and an unfortunatel y
depressing set of observations "

Clarke began his speech with a
recount of the Sept 11 attacks an
event which remains riveted in the
minds of all Americans As he
recalled, on that day, an official took
him aside and said that in response to
the terrorist attacks, at least the "U.S.
government will go out and finally
destroy Al Qaeda. " ^ the time. Clarke
described feeling a sense of solace
within that statement, yet his comfort
did not last long, as he drew upon
remarks the Director of the Central
Intelli gence Agency Michael V.
Hayden said last week: the Al Qaeda
organization and its leaders arc both
alive and well , and they now pose a
threat to the United States homeland
As Clarke noted . Al Qaeda is now
more powerful than it was in 2002 He
then gave some personal insi ght as to
what may have occurred over the past
five years of Bush administration policy, both in terms of homeland protection and foreign agendas abroad, to
explain this perceptible enigma He
said that at the time of the Sept. 11
Continued on Page 2

The increasingly
aggressive
response to
piracy reflects
the impact that
illegal downloading is having on the
entertainment
industry.
Director of ITS Ray Philips said. The
increasing ly aggressive response to
piracy reflects the impact that illegal
downloading is having on the entertainment industry. According to
Rolling Stone Magazine, combined
sales of the top 10 albums have
decreased by 35 million copies over
the last seven years.
Movies, both in theaters and on
home rental formats, now feature an
ad warning against piracy, asking consumers to view online music and
movies in the same light as they
would view actual DVDs and CD%
|

Continued on Page 2

MDOT to begin work on Mayflower Hill Drive this fall
By BEN HERBST

Terrorism expert lectures

rebuild the road entirely, Terp said the
College has some concern about
spending part of the limited bud get on
these measures when it could go to
rebuilding.
However, the College might pursue
a more substantial reworking of the
road in the longterm future to include
more pedestrian-friendl y features.
"Colby has had numerous meetings
with MDOT, other state officials , and
Waterville over the summer to discuss
traffic calming and the urgent need to
rebuild May flower Hill Drive and,
longer term. Campus Drive as well,"
Terp said.
"We remain hopeful that we can
work with MDOT and Waterville to
develop some creative solutions to
improving these state roads, particularly Mayflower Hill Drive,*1 he said.

Meet Economics
Professor Tom
Tietenbergfon
Page 5.

Clarke addresses a standing room only crowd in Ostrove Auditorium

FIRST-YEARS RECEIVE DIE RULES IN MAIL
By BEN HERBST
EDITOR IN CHIEF
Hundreds of packages with no
return addresses—recentl y arrived at
the College Inside the packages were
rules to the popular drinking game ,
"Die," as well as a die . comp lete with
the Mule logo.
College tradition
holds (hat the game
was invented here in
Waterville
However , students
at
Middlebury
College and the
University of Maine
at Orono also lay
claim to that distinction.
The rules closel y
follow those that
appear
in
the
Wikipedia org article "Beer Die. " with
one notable exception: the copy thai
first-years received makes no mention
of drinking, or the word beer.
Assistant Dean of SWdents and
Director of Campus Life Kell y
Wharton said that there was no indication who had sent the letters Among

students rumors su irled that it was the
work of a mystery alumnus: however ,
the Echo was neither able to confirm
nor deny any names mentioned
The letters carried a postmark f rom
Oakland. Maine , Water, ille 's neig hbor to the East, and a post date of Aug.
M . 2007 .
When the College received the
packages they sent
an e-mail to firstyears notif ying them
they had a package
and they could pick
it up at the Student
Mail Room
Wharton
and
Assistant Dean of
Students
Barbara
Moore both continued thai the packages w ere available
for students to pick
up. .tml that the
College had followed the normal
procedure for unsolicited packages
Included at the end of the rules was
a quote from Ralp h Waldo Emerson:
"Don 't be too timid and squeamish
about your actions. All life is an
experiment The more experiments
you make the better "

The letters carried a postmark
from Oakland,
Maine,
Waterville's
neighbor to the
East , and a post
date of Aug. 31,
2007.

Tune in for the
Nordica Trio on '
Page 8.
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CLARKE SPEECH: It is in the best interests of
the U.S. to leave Iraq as soon as possible
Continued From Page 1
attacks , the majority of peop le
throughout the world, even those who
might hav e supported Al Qaeda 's goals
previously, fell that "[Al Qaeda] had
gone too far " At this point , the U S
had a chance to promote ideas of unity
and create alliances within the Islamic
world . >et the American government
did not Instead, the U.S. responded
with military action in 200 1 in
Afg hanistan, and in 2003 in Iraq
Clarke explained that these actions.
particular!; , the latter, merel y fueled
anti-American sentiment in the Middle
East
This increased animosity
occurred primaril y because American
foreign policy engaged in exactly the
action Al Qaeda condemns it for—the
increased occupation militarily of oilnch Arab countries
"Iraq had nothing to do with 9 I I . "
Clarke said In turn, once America
invaded Iraq, the Arab world watched
closeK on television networks and on
the internet as the human rights violations in Abu Ghraib prison transpired
and American troops destroyed
Fallujah These actions, in conjunction with the violence and killings
that w ere f elt all over the region,
hel ped stimulate support for groups
like Al Qaeda As Clarke explained ,
the Middle East can be looked at as
three concentric circles The smallest
circle comprises the actual terrorists
who participate in bombings , training.
and attacks, the second is people in
the Islamic world who arc attracted to
the notions behind terrorism and who
provide financial and political support
to terrorists Finally, the largest circle
is the 1 3 billion people m all of the
Islamic world Clarke said that the
second circle has been growing, wildly incited by the American intervention and occupation of Iraq

ITS: Copyright infringements continue to be an issue for students downloading music illegally

Waterville. ME 04901

In response to the growing chaos in
Iraq, Clarke put forth his own ideas
for success First, he maintained that
we must leave Iraq as soon as possible, "Our general doesn 't know
w hether this is really in the interest of
the U.S .. and our ambassador says we
aren 't seeking military victory, we're
simply buying time for Iraqi political
factions with US troops. I don 't know
about you , but 1 don 't think any
amount of ttme bought for Iraqi political factions is worth the life of one
American." Clarke said. In addition to
pulling out the troops, Clarke's p lan
for the proper way to deal with
American enemies in the Middle East
is threefold: Firstly, the U.S. must
capture and kill the actual terrorists
Then, the U.S. must find a way of
shrinking the second concentric circle:
the support for terrorist groups. To
incite this process, Clarke reiterated
that the U.S. must withdraw from
Iraq, because "nothing we do in the
Arab world will be taken seriously
until we do that. " Finally, the U.S.
must reduce our vulnerability here at
home He affirmed that the best way
to reduce this vulnerability is not by
"eroding civil liberties" but by
increasing security, describing the former as "unnecessary and counterproductive to fi ghting terror "
The evening concluded with a
question from a local resident of
Waterville: "'What will it take to get
out of Iraq?" Clarke responded by
stating his belief that it will take a
new president in order for the process
of withdrawal to begin Furthermore,
"given the logistical requirements of
pulling troops out., it will probabl y
lake two years" he said. Clarke continued . "During that time . Iraq may
further fall apart and when does,
don ' t blame the next President ,
because it won 't be his or her fault "
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Continued From Page 1
Althoug h on the surface it would seem
that the onl y individuals affected by
piracy arc multi-millionaire performers and record executives, the ramifications of illegal downloading are far
more widespread In June. Rolling
Stone stated that in the last five years
roughl y 2.700 record stores had been
closed, and "more than 5,000 recordcompany
employees...laid
off."
Owners and employees of these businesses cite illegal downloads as one of
the main sources of lost revenues
Finding downloads to be a convenient and cheap way to obtain music
and movies while shielded by a false
sense of anonymity, many students
have enlarged their music libraries
throug h piracy. One student , who
wished to remain anonymous, said
that he removed his P2P programs

before coming to Colby last fall after
hearing that college campuses were
action.
monitored
for
illegal
Acknowledging that
piracy is a form oi
stealing, this student
distinguished
between
illegally
downloading music
as opposed to "borrowing a CD from
[a] friend and ripping it onto your
computer " The difference for htm
arose not only from
the diminished risk
of this latter form of
music sharing, but
also from the direct
contact he had with
the person who purchased the music.
Furthermore , referencing websites

that feature music from live concerts
with the permission of the artist , this student asserted that there are online alternatives to illegal
downloading.
Regardless of
your views on
downloading
music . Philips
urges students to
remember that if
"identified by the
RlAA as infringing copyright" a
student will have
"no viable alternative to paying
the settlement
Ray Phillips amount ," which
was
$3,000Director of ITS
$5,000 dollars at
the last report. At
that point , the
extensive "discussion in the newsmedia

For some students and their
families, this settlement amount
may be extremely
painful and have
serious financial
consequences.

and trade pub!ications about whetherthe
actions being taken by the RlAA are
appropriate or effective" will be irrelevant. Furthermore, attorneys for the
RlAA "will not be interested in hearing
denials, explanations, orpromises not to
infringe copyright again in order to
avoid the settlement."
Although these issues have come up
for Phillips and the ITS stafT'at a time
when [they have other] important issues
directl y relevant to the academic year
opening" to address, it was important to
them that they manage copyright
infringement on campus properly. "For
some students and their families, this
settlement amount may be extremel y
painful and have serious financial consequences,"Phillips said.Thus .heurges
students to protect themselves by
removing any P2P applications they
may have on their computers
Information on how to do so can be
found on the ITS webpage.

Panel discussion and Lovejoy convocation set for Sunday
By ELISABETH PONSOT
NEWS EDITOR

This Sunday, a panel composed of
various notable persons in the field of
journalism will assemble in Diamond
142 at 4 p.m. to discuss their various
outlooks on covering the Iraq War.
Following the panel discussion, at S
p.m. in Lonmcr Chapel the 2007
Elijah Parish Lovejoy award will be
presented to John F. Bums, war correspondent for the New York Times.
The panelists include award-winning
photojournalist
for
the
Washington Post Andrea Bruce, who
has gone to Iraq six times, reporter
and columnist for the Portland Press
Herald Bill Nemitz, who embedded
with American troops made three

trips to Kuwait and Iraq, and foreign correspondent for the Chicago
Tribune Christine Spolar, who has
covered stones on Iraq, Liberia,
and Bosnia.
Bruce has won dozens of awards,
including the honor of Photographer
of the Year by the White House News
Photographers ' Association, and the
John Faber award from the Overseas
Press Club in New York. According
to her website, her work has been followed by National Public Radio and
the NewsHour with Jim Lehrer.
Lemitz, a graduate of the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst is a regular guest on public television and
radio programs in both Maine and
Boston. When embedded with the
133rd Engineer Battalion of the
Maine National Guard, Nemitiz cov-

ered an attack in Mosul where 20
U.S. soldiers were killed, with 64
wounded. Spolar, who has covered
the U.S.-led war on Iraq and it 's aftermath has also covered the Palestinian
intifada in Israel, political factions in
Jordan and Lebanon, and difficulties
facing the current regime in Egypt.
As stated on the Chicago Tribune
website, Spolar was previously on the
staff at CBS's "60 Minutes II" where
she helped produce several reports
including an Emmy-winning investigative journalistic piece on an
American pilot who was lost and
believed to have been left behind during the Persian Gulf War in 1991.
The Lovejoy Convocation will
occur later in the day, following the
panel discussion. Each year, the
Lovejoy award is given to a journalist

who exhibits great courage on the
job. As the College s website reads.
"The award is presented annually,
to stimulate and honor the kind of
achievement in the field of reporting, editing, and interpretive writing
that continues the Lovejoy heritage
of fearlessness and freedom , [and]
to promote a sense of mutual
responsibility and cooperative effort
between a newspaper world devoted to journalistic freedom and a
liberal arts college dedicated to
academic freedom ." The selection
committee then chooses its recipient based on integrity, craftsmanship and character.
At the convocation, the College
will present Burns with the 2007
Lovejoy Award and an honorary
doctor of law degree.

Campus Life offers new programs to students
By ALl BERRYMAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Office of Campus Life is providing two newly created programs
for
students
this
fall:
the
Transportation Subsidy Program and
the Weekend Getaway Program.
Many students are unaware that the
college offers a Transportation
Subsidy Program for current students
traveling between campus and the
Boston-Logan Airport , Portland
Jetport and Manchester Airport. In the
past , students simply made arrangements with outside companies, and the
College was billed $40. The new
process involves a
pre-approval form ,
available in Campus
Life on the second
floor
of
Cotter
Union Students will
still make independent arrangements ,
but in order to
receive the subsidy,
they must fill out the
form two weeks in
advance
to
be
approved.
The
College has set this
program in place especially to ensure
that students who need financial
assistance can use these subsidies.
For specific instructions, subsidyapp licable dates and participating
shuttle companies , please visit
www.colby.edu/directions.
Campus Life is also offering four

weekend day trips to Bar Harbor,
Brunswick , Portland and Frecport.
These trips will be offered approximately once a month throughout the
fall semester, and if the program is
successful, trips will be offered in the
spring semester as well. A coach bus
will depart from Roberts Union parking lot at either 9 or 10 a.m. on the
scheduled Saturday and will return by
dinner. Students have the opportunity
to spend the day as they p lease,
whether it be shopping and visiting
L.L. Bean in Freeport, hiking in the
Acadia National Park in Bar Harbor,
visiting a museum in Portland , or just
walking around the town of
Brunswick. It is important to sign up
in
advance
in
Campus Life, on the
second floor of
Cotter,
because
space is limited to
54 people. Sign-up
lists will be available
as
trips
approach. There will
be waitlists if the
trips fill up, and
those on the waitlist
are welcome to
come to the bus just
incase students do
not show up. These trips provide a
great opportunity to spend a day offcampus and to explore Maine, especially for those students without cars.
Students interested in participating
in or receiving more information from
either of these programs should stop
by Campus Life.

These trips provide a great
opportunity to
spend a day offcampus and to
explore Maine...

Colby College Department of Security
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The Wall Street Journal is now available on weekdays in Pulver Pavilion

WSJ now available
order to convince the Journal to
deliver their paper to campus.
Williams had to speak with the
paper 's Executive Vice President. "I
This year Student Government told him civic engagement is imporAssociation Treasurer Tim Williams tant to us and students want to under' 08 has made The Wall Street Journal stand world issues," Williams said
available weekdays in Pulver He wanted to "level the playing
Pavilion and offset the cost by taking field" and make the newspaper availnewspapers out of residence halls and able to all students, not just to those
consolidating their availability to the who could afford to subscribe. "I told
three dining halls. Through the USA him 50 people subscribe on their
Today
Collegiate
Readership own , and we 'll get 100 now so we're
Program, SGA spends 17,000 dollars doubling our subscription...! told him
a year to bring USA Today and three 'I don 't think the paper will lose its
other newspapers—
educational
The Boston Globe ,
value. '"
The New York Times
The Journal is
and The Morning
only available in
Sentinel—to campus
Pulver because it
Monday
throug h
would have cost an
Friday. Newspapers
additional dollar
are also available in
per paper to have
the Colby Gardens
them delivered to
and
the
Alfond
the dining halls
Athletic Center. The
Williams persuadProgram does not
ed the Journal to
deliver newspapers
try out this system
on the weekends.
and see how it
As
student
works "As far as I
77m Williams '08 know, we are one
demand
for
the
SGA Treasurer
Journal is high and
of the only schools
oftentimes newspathat has this, "
pers are left sitting
Williams said. The
untouched in dorm
change isn 't perlobbies , Williams worked with the manent—there are still empty newsJournal , which is not part of the paper racks waiting in the residence
Readership Program, to bring the halls if SGA reverts to the previous
paper to campus for 6,000 dollars a system. In the next couple of weeks
year. The Journal is not part of any SGA plans to send out a survey to stureadership program and upholds its dents to gauge interest in the changes
educational value and one-on-one that have been made.
relationship
with
institutions ,
The Readership Program was startWilliams said , many of which have ed in 2003 with the President 's discreprofessors who require their students tionary funds. SGA started funding
to subscribe to the paper. A number the program in full in 2005, and is
of professors at the College expect currentl y looking for the possibility oi
their students to subscribe to the getting a grant to cover the costs.
Journal and read it consistentl y. In
By CHELSEA EAKIN
MANAGING EDITOR

I told him civic
engagement is
important to us
and students
want to understand world
issues.
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news briefs

This College gearing up for reaccreditation
As reported in the Echo last fall, as part of the College's reaccreditation
process, several committees have been established as part of a self-study to
be delivered to a team from the Commission on Higher Education of the
New England Association of Schools and Colleges who will visit campus
this November.
The College has used the process of reaccreditation as an opportunity to
conduct a self-study that will be presented to the visiting team. The College
chose to create two special-emphasis committees to study in depth the transition to Colby and the transition to lift after Colby. In the spring, the faculty established an Ad Hoc Curricular Planning Committee "to determine what
issues arising from the reaccreditation process should be taken up by the faculty for further attention," Associate Dean of Faculty Martha Denney said. It
was from reports presented by the special-emphasis committees that issues
to be addressed by the Curricular Planning Committee were identified.
"This committee was established because it became increasingly clear
through the information-gathering done as part of the reaccreditation selfstudy that there were issues that the faculty should be aware of as a group,
and on which they might want to spend time doing further research and considering approaches that could be taken by the College," she said.
- Chelsea Ealdn, Managing Editor

New drinking policy for students of age
BOB KtVrt THE COLBY ECHO

Students make their way across Johnson Pond and back in homemade boats f o r the annual Regatta sponsored by the Student Programming Board.

Johnson Pond Regatta successfu l, other events troubled
By ELLEN LONDON
FEATURES EDITOR

When asked to describe the events
of this past weekend . Student
Programming Board President Laura
Pcrille '08 said simply "it was a series
of unfortunate events, and we *re really sorry that it didn 't work out."
What she was referring to is a several unforeseen problems that caused
a few key weekend events to misfire.
Friday night , the band Aberdeen City

was set to perform at the
Coffeehouse. Unfortunately, several
of its members broke down on transit
to the campus, and the remaining
members were forced to perform an
impromptu a capella set. The band
has agreed to return to the College in
the spring to make up for the concert,
and according to Perille "promises a
great performance."
Hopes were dashed for a problemfree Saturday when the bus company
contracted to take students on a Bar
Harbor day trip failed to send any

buses to the school. The trip subsequently had to be cancelled. That
night, the same bus company was
scheduled to shuttle students to
Bowling Night, and again left interested bowlers rideless. Though SPB tried
to rectify the situation by providing
some students with taxi vouchers to
the bowling alley, the main event
never materialized.
"It was so unfortunate," Perille
said. "Things happened that we
couldn 't
control
at
all."
Accordingly, she took it upon her-

self to send out an explanatory email to the student body outlining
the situation and apologizing for
the cancellation of events. Despite a
problematic weekend , the annual
Johnson Pond Regatta went off
without a hitch and drew a sizeable
crowd of both participants and
spectators. Perille assured students
that the event line-up for the rest
of the fall is action-packed, and
that "future weekends will blow
people away."

The College has accepted a new, more liberal policy for drinking in
lounges for students 21 years of age. Until this year, students were not
permitted to take out open containers in hallways and public lounges. The
new policy allows students of age to have a drink while they are in transit
f rom one room to another in lounges and hallways of all non substancefree halls from noon Sunday to noon Friday.
The policy does not apply for Friday nights and Saturdays. Student
Government Association Vice President Jeffrey Mullins *08 explained that
these restrictions are intended to allow for the promotion of responsible
drinking, not weekend parties in lounges. Additionally, these restrictions
should help alleviate noise concerns for adjacent rooms. Students of age
will have the right to drink in lounges only after they have passed the new
training, which concurrently trains students to be registered Party Hosts.
Security officers on campus will have the names of students who have
passed the training.MuIlins noted that this is a trial policy and that he
remains optimistic as to how it will work. Additionally, he explained that
the purpose of the new policy is to allow students to socialize more frequently on weekdays and inspire them to become more responsible in
regards to their actions and the actions of their friends.
- Toni Tsvetanova, Contributing Writer
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Welcome Back Students!
Check out our great college special:
From 10:00PM to Close,
Buy one Large or Extra Large pizza @ regular
menu price, get a second pizza of equal or lesser
value FREE!
Valid for pick-up or Colby College Campus deliveries only.

877-7Z7Z

TIt# ffHaH pnntS © Ji fi " "[tic Maine- Thing, Inc. Not valid with any other btVn Prices,may van and do nut include hurtle deposit, (.uxtomcr pav* j il applicable taxes,
including sales tax. Valid at p articipating Mures only. Trice * utbfcct t<> change uithiAit notice AtUnimul mpcwapi extra. 1anutcd delivery area Delivery char^ri nay app K
Our driver* cam less then $20.00, Price*valid until Jul) ll , 2QUB

What's Up - Downtown

*IEARN WHXTS GOING ON - OFF THE HH.I. !

Mr J *mir I » .ri.fr and Vrr.y f rmn*

Like many oilier Colby students, you may have visited die
Common Ground fair ihis weekend 1f you cniov cJ participal Ing
m this weekend's activities , or rcercticd not being, able lo make it,
you maj wani to nice adv antage
pi \V,i!cr\il!es weekly Downtown Farmer's Market
With over two dozen vendors, you can find prctl > much
anything you want! lfyouarc
interested m juicy, free range , ore.mic.-illy grown meats , look for
the tastv steaks, roasts,
nns. and chops of bison,
venison, and lamb You
can also find n.*nor$omc
Icini. bacon , chicken, and
more '
Other, products range
from wood fired breads lo
Kuidcrafted soaps to
wrought iron tools The
market carries a wide
variety of vcgciables.
relishes, fruits, eggs, jams .

dairy products , and amazing
homemade granota. It's a great
way 10 get the things you need
while supporting a local, environmenially sustainable economy
Check out live Waterville
Farmers Market website at
WWW vvaierMllcfarmersmarkct.org
or walk to the Concourse every
Thursday in October from 2-6PM.
Front November through April ,
the market will be open the ihird
Thursday of every month from
2-4PM We're sure you 'll have a
dcliciously fabulous nine 1
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-carpool when driving
home for breaks
-use a bike to go
into town
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-walk to the gym
instead of driving

B.y THE ^REEN htOHSE

A closer look at language outside the classroom
By REBECCA LYNCH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

An initial attempt at language housing is taking place tn Hillside this year
with a floor of Marriner Residence
Hall set apart as a "Spanish-only"
location. Here, the lounges and halls
sport Spanish labels and the greetings
between neighbors are somewhat different than those traditionally heard in
other halls. The residence hall, a mix
of many types of people, is not "multicultural housing, " one resident ,
Katherinc Perez '10 points out. "It 's
really for people who are in love with
the language and are enthusiastic
about bringing the language home
with them."
The program, still in its experimental stages, has encountered considerable hurdles. For one thing, half of
Marriner is not a part of the language
housing. The two floors share one
head resident, Emma Conroy TO. One
of the biggest issues, she points out, is
that there is only one pair of bathrooms for the entire residence hall.
"We don 't want to impose anything on
people who didn 't choose to be associated with the Spanish dorm." she
said, "but we need to keep the second
floor in the Spanish mode."
Conroy highlighted another challenge to the Spanish house: the difficulty of "switching to Spanish when
returning from an all-English environment." Yet she notes that the last few
weeks have shown tremendous
improvements with "people remembering to speak in Spanish more and
trying harder." Still , it 's not always
easy to neglect your native tongue
after a long school day. "Sometimes I
think we all have those moments
when we go into the bathroom and see
each other and we just don 't want to
say anything because we're so tired."
In addition to posting signs with
Spanish words and phrases, the residents are fi ghting to maintain the spirit of the project in a number of
interesting ways. For example, they
arc compiling a list of "impolite"
Spanish words and phrases. "They say
that the two things people always say
in their original language are curse
words and numbers," Conroy said.
Something to look forward to will be
Spanish game nights with Spanish
scrabble and Spanish "Apples to
Apples." The residence hall is also

hosting what it calls "Tarea Tuesdays" Ben Fallaw, the residence hall's faculfrom 7-9 p.m. on Tuesday nights. ty advisor. Each week will feature a
People from all over campus will different movie, and all movies,
gather in the first floor lounge to work though in Spanish, will have subtitles.
on and get help with Spanish home- Following the movies the dorm will
lead
discussions
work while practicabout
them in
ing the language in a
English. This year 's
more casual setting.
Oak Fellow, Nancy
This
Thursday
Sanchez, will be comarked the dorm 's
hosting events with
first open house and
the Spanish house,
featured Mexican
including follow-up
food, a question and
discussions
on
answer session and
some of her lecgames, including a
tures. These discusscavenger hunt for
sions will also be
people and objects
conducted
in
in the residence hall
English and are
using their Spanish
open to all students.
names. This event is
Thus far Conroy
just the first of many
says people are
aimed at exposing
the greater campus
Katherine Perez '10 enthusiastic about
Spanish Floor Resident
the
project.
community to the
Residents of the
benefits of dialogue
second floor of
housing. All such
campus-wide events will be held in Marriner have even been heard greeting each other in Spanish outside of
English.
Future events will include a four- the residence hall and around campus.
For other passionate language stuto-six week Spanish film series cosponsored by Associate Professor of dents at the College looking to
History and Latin American Studies become more involved, there are lan-

It's really for
people who are
in love with the
language and
are enthusiastic
about bringing
the language
home with
them.

Italian Table:

MONDAYS 7 PM. IN THE PRIVATE DINING
ROOM OF ROBERTS

Spanish Table:

TUESDAYS 1
1A.M. IN THE PRIVATE
DINING ROOM OF FOSS & THURSDAYS
1
1A.M. IN THE FA1RCHILD DINING ROOM
IN DANA

German Table:

TUESDAYS 5:30 PM. IN THE CAMP
DINING ROOM OF DANA

Arabic Table:

WEDNESDAYS 12 PM. IN THE PRIVATE
DINING ROOM OF FOSS

Chinese Table:

TUESDAYS 5 PM IN THE SMITH ROOM OF
ROBERTS

CATOLINE DICKSC*«/THECOLBT ECHO

FEATURES EDITOR

COURTESY Of SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

Hillside it 's part of our campus
that just doesn 't seem to fit That area
of campus that everyone chooses to
look past Some regard it as a mistake in the College 's history, some
have had the honor to live there, but
little is known about the men after
whom the buildings are named
The buildings are actually named
for great men in the College 's history Sturtevanl and Leonard are
named for former board chairs of the
College, and Marrmer was ihc first
dean of men (before female students
were admitted) and dean of faculty.
Williams was vtce-president and
Taylor was a student , professor and
trustee If you walk around Taylor,
you will learn a little bit about the
man who gave his life to Colby, but
here ' s J little more.
Julian Daniel Taylor, also called
M
Jud> and "The Roman ," was a
member of the Colby community for
over sixty years. He was a former
studei I and a professor for M years.
When be retired in 1931, he was the
longer-teaching American professor in a sing le institution He benefit-

French Table:

MONDAYS 5:30 RM. IN THE FAIRCHILD
DINING ROOM OF DANA & WEDNESDAYS
12 RM. IN THE PRIVATE DINING ROOM OF
ROBERTS

Students enjoy dinner at the weekly Italian table in Roberts, one of several language-specific opportunities.

By ELLEN LONDON

STAFF HISTORIAN

Japanese Table:

MONDAYS 11:30 A.M. IN THE CAMP
DINING ROOM OF DANA.

Economist to retire at the end of this year

— HISTORY LESSONS

By JOEL PITT

guage tables held in the private dining
halls of Dana, Foss and Roberts dining halls , where students and professors can speak their target language in
a casual and stimulating environment

ed from the gift of Gardner Colby in everything he had to the betterment
I864 and saw the school change its of the school. His dedication can be
name from Waterville College to measured in the years that he spent
Colby University, to Colby College. serving the school as well his many
Taylor was crucial in the decision to donations. He saw many changes
keep Colby in Waterville, as he take place in the institution, the studonated all of his land and holdings dent body and the campus. To honor
in the South End as well as bought "The Roman" on the new campus a
land in the adjacent lot as a gift to the building was named for the man
College, a gift valued at $10,000, or who gave his heart to the place that
one-tenth of the goal set to keep the he loved.
college here.
Taylor was an exemplar of dedication , especially during the Great
Depression when the College 's
future in Waterville was in danger.
There were talks of moving the
campus outside of Waterville, and
Taylor would not stand f or that. He
bet one thousand dollars to one
cent that the college would remain
on top of his 510,000 donation , and
at the Spring Colby night of 1931
he collected his winnings of one
penny which he graciously donated
back to the school along with a
pledge of 5250,000 for improvements to be made on the new campus. Unfortunately, he died one
year after the pledge and was
COURTESY or SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
unable to follow through.
Julian Taylor
As a trustee, Taylor devoted

WW mj M

When prompted for some words of
wisdom upon his impending retirement, Mitchell Family Professor of
Economics Tom Tietenberg replied,
"Well, I' m not sure I'm particularly
wise." Humble words from a man
who has become a household name
during his thirty years on May flower
Hill , and who will continue to influence economic and environmental
communities worldwide after his
spring retirement.
Tietenberg applied for a teaching
position at the College in 1977 upon
finding a department where "the
forces [he] was looking for were
moving in the same direction. "
Reflecting on taking the job , he said ,
"the priorities being sought [by the
Environmental Studies Department]
were the same as mine, and in the
same order. We were very compatible." Among those priorities was an
emphasis on studying environmental
economics, the subject that is the
focus of Tietenberg 's best-selling
textbook "Environmental and Natural
Resource Economics," now in its seventh edition.
Tietenberg has witnessed many
changes since his early years at the
College , including the school's
approach to environmental issues.
"When I started here, we were onl y
thinking tentatively about how to
make our campus more environmentally conscious. Now, Colby is
becoming a national model on the
edge of campus sustain ability," he
said. Increased awareness about environmental issues is due in large part to
an
on-campus
Environmental

Advisory Group, which Tietenberg sions trading strategies.
founded with President William D.
Upon retiring from the College this
Adams in 2000. The mission state- May, Tietenberg will continue to
ment of the group is "to advise the write, lecture and attend conferences
president and college community on on environmental economics, and is
issues related to the environmental excited to have more time to invest in
stewardship of the campus and those pursuits. Still , he will miss both
region." Tietenberg hopes that the his colleagues and the students he has
group will inspire students to become worked with over the years. "Colby is
involved with the sustainability of our full of incredibly good teachers," he
community, something he has become said. He cites his most rewarding
more invested in since starting here experience here as having several stuthirty years ago.
dents who have published their own
On top of his role as a well-respect- findings, such as Emilia Tjemstrom
ed professor, both on campus and at '06, a Watson Fellow. "The students
large, Tietenberg is in serious demand here are even sharper now than when
as one of the country 's foremost I first came," he said, also noting the
experts nn pollution control and emis- "different and positive " influence that
sions trading. He served as President a larger population of international
of the Association of Environmental students has had on campus lifeand Natural Resource Economists "Plus , Colby students are fun!"
(AERE) from 1987-8, and has con- Academic interests aside, Tietenberg
sulted on environmental policy with looks forward to spending more time
the World Bank, the InterAmerican with his family and enjoying his enerDevelopment Bank, the Agency for gy-efficient condo on the Maine coast.
International Development and the
Environmental
Protection Agency, as
well as several state
and foreign governments. He spoke at the
first Earth Summit in
Rio in 1992 and has
lectured on sustainable
development at many
international conferences. In 2006 he was
designated one of six
inaugural
AERE
Fellows. On campus ,
he offers several lectures per semester on
topics ranging from climate impacts in th e
TOM BOWER/THE COLBY ECHO
northeast to global pollution control and emis- Economics Professor Tom Tietenberg

An alumna 's path to starting her own small business

Who's Who

Andrea Heidt '08

By CHELSEA EAKIN
MANAGING EDITOR

Kor at least seven years, Erin
Uhclan '99 has wanted to "do her
, v\n thing." After much thought ,
ih.it aspiration materialized this past
May in the form of Clarabella—
Whelan 's own small business. "I' m
uiur typical country turned city girl
nuking her way from music indus»\ marketing maven to NYC shop
, iv.ner," her website says.
Opening a boutique seemed to
nuke a lot of sense," Whelan said
in .1 recent phone interview. "There
h .i strong history of women in my
family that are kind of big accessory women. My mother and grandmother have great shoe collections
and my cousins and I used to play
with them. After a lot of thought, I
.j me up with doing a store that
Mcused on accessories—shoes,
tunidbags, and jewelry." The dual Erin Whelan '99 (left) started Clarabella, a small boutique in Manhattan, which sells a range of accessories.
space also features the work of
local artists.
Music originally brought Whelan. a www.clarabellanyc.com—which fea- two new lines are coming in ," I heard designer boutiques are a little more
music major and former Colbyette tures photos, a blog and space for vis- her say to a costumcr who walked in intimidating. '' with small collections
from Maine, to New York City fol- itor comments. With most of her during our conversation . Over the past and high prices. "My shop has a fairly
lowing graduation. After interning family in Maine, Whelan decided to couple of years, Whelan has been col- good range, a little something for
with a New York-based jazz label for start a blog last November to detail lecting names of designers with whom everybody."
she wanted to touch
As of right now, Clarabella is a onemo summers, Whelan moved to the her daily experibase. She took a few woman show. The hardest part of the
city to work with the label , where she ences. She also
accessory classes process "is doing it on my own and
remained for eight years. Last July, thought a public
"just for understand- doing it as often as it is—six out of
-he started looking at spaces and account of what it
ing " and went to seven days per week," she said.
searching what it would take to start took to put the store
various accessory "Losing my weekends was a big
her own company. Once she found a together would be
shows throug hout blow...for the most part I' m here at
desirable location in Manhattan 's East helpful for other
the city. "I' m really least twelve to ei ght. It 's a big taste of
\i!lage, she started the process of independent busi:.u in;> . a lease and insurance through
try ing not to get too reality." Whelan is grateful for having
ness owners starting
[many pieces], but been able to lean on the support of
i limited liability company, used by out in the industry.
constantly build and friends and family throughout the
The website has
many who start their own businesses.
bring in new pieces process. "It 's exciting to be my own
Clarabella, named after her great- information on all of
so that no matter boss and implement my own proErandmother Clara, opened on May 1. the designers she
when you come in, gram...but a little overwhelming
Whelan , who bought many of her dis- carries as well. "It's
there is something sometimes not bouncing your ideas
play pieces from antique shops in a lot more meaningnew for you to off someone else." Sometime down
described
the
atmosphere
of
ful
if
you
know
all
Maine,
check out." Whelan the road , Whelan hopes to build her
the shop as "vintage homey." "It is of the care that went
Erin Whelan '99 does not work on business more and possibly hire more
very comfortable. People feel OK into each individual
Owner,
Clarabella
consi gnment , but hands.
coming in...," she said. "I try to keep it piece."
rather purchases her
In response to what she does in her
Since
May,
u-ry welcoming; I don 't like the idea
items outright and if limited free time, Whelan said: 'it 's
of something being too pristine or Whelan has been
't
something
does
not
sell
it
is
her
own
acquiring
more
and
more
merchandise
really
all about spending time with my
standoffish. I know myself and I don
friends and family at this point . All
like going into those kinds of stores." to sell in the shop. "I just started to get liability.
"It 's the idea that you 'll find some- my free time is spent with people here
Another aspect that adds to the bou- some new bags in...the shoes were
iique's personal feel is the website— supposed to come in yesterday and thing for you ," she said. "Single or sneaking away to Maine."

...People feel OK
coming in...I try
to keep it very
welcoming; I
don't like the
idea of something being too
pristine or
standoffish.

..

By EMILY WARMINGTON
NEWS STAFF

Andrea Heidt , a senior originally
from Livonia, Michigan and now
living in the Heights has an independent major in administrative science.
She began her college education at
the University of Michigan , a school
of more than 40,000 students, but
then transferred to Mayflower Hill
for the beginning of her sophomore
year, at which
time she participated in COOT
with the class of
2009. According ,
to Heidt, she
chose to come to
Colby because she
realized that she
wanted to attend a
smaller school.
"At Michigan you
could fall through
the cracks," she
explained, noting
that it is much
harder to do so at
the College.
Because Colby is a small school ,
Heidt believes she can be much
more involved here than she would
have been in a larger school. As a
member
of
the
Student
Programming Board's Social
Events Committee, she has helped
plan dozens of dances and other
activities for the student body.
Heidt was also a member of the
Hill 'n the Ville steering committee , organizing children's games
and activities for the recent festival. The captain of the women's
golf team at her high school, she is
now one of three women on

Colby 's co-ed team.
One of Heidt 's more public
forms of involvement is her
employment
at
the
Colby
Bookstore, where her responsibilities have expanded from simply
cashiering to organizing things
such as the schedule and window
displays. She even used the bookstore as part of an independent project for her major last year,
conducting a survey that many students filled out regarding their personal use of the
store.
Heidt chose not
to study abroad
while at Colby,
mainly because
she was a transfer
student and felt
that she would
rather spend her
time on campus.
She explained that
the issue of transferring credits was
not a deciding factor in this decision
since she actually

Because Colby is
a small school,
Heidt believes
she can be much
more involved
here than she
would have been
in a larger
school.

gained credits in transferring, rather
than losing them.

As far as post-college plans arc
concerned, Heidt wants to find a
job in marketing or merchandising,
having interned for the crystal company Swarovski this summer. She
hopes to find a job that will allow
her to keep playing golf after graduation.
Heidt has certainly proven that
she will not be slipping through any
cracks at Colby, or anywhere else .
As she puts it, "Whatever you put
in you get out and, with all the
things I' m doing here, I'm getting a
lot out."

ROB WCYIT/THE COLBY ECHO

Andrea Heidt '08
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GRADUATE SCHOOL
FAIR

\

: Wednesday, October 10, 2007 :
3:00 P.M. -5: 00 P.M.
I'ollrr ( limit

TOM BOlLIEA'tHE COLBY ECHO

The Common Ground Country Fair, held in Unity this past weekend, is a celebration of rural living, featuring local farmers, gardeners and artisans.

A walkin g tour of the Common Ground Fair
Continued From Page 1

¦ -si ' i missed a single year since the
first fair took place in Litchfield ,
Maine in 1977—"It was just a put'"gether type of thing, " he said. With
'he success of the fair, MOFGA organized a planning team to expand the
"ent. The fair soon outgrew its location in Litchfield and moved to the
Windsor fairgrounds in 1981. Twenty
Wars later, the association started
rising money to purchase the permaocnt plot of land where the fair is
now held annually. Originally a blank
^ate, the plot was landscaped by
MOFGA to have orchards, rows of
'rees and some permanent buildings .
When it started, the fair consisted
of a two-day agricultural trade show,
Martin said. He started out working in
the parking area, directing traffic. "I

always remember ..nobody knew who membership binder, he pointed out
the Commissioner of Agriculture was members from Virginia and New
Jersey.
and I helped him
park. I let him into
I asked him about
the fair for free."
the early days of the
After
working
fair. "It was originalparking, Martin got
ly more of the hippie
into organizing the
generation, that was
demonstrations
the general tone," he
said. "People who
aspect of the fair,
and recalled teachwere fed up with city
ing a crowd how to
life and came out to
make sauerkraut out
the country," he said.
of cabbage . More
"They wanted to do
recently he started
something, get back
representing
to the earth, and the
fair brought them
MOFGA and working at the memberRobert Martin together."
Longtime Fair Goer
Martin said that
ship booth. The
association
has
nowadays
the
around 6,000 memorganic farmers and
bers, not all of them from Maine
gardeners arc "quite skilled. " There
Flipping through random pages in the are more training programs , certifi-

[The original
participants]
wanted to do
something, get
back to the
earth, and the
fair brought
them together.

cations and stringent guidelines for
vendor credentials. All of the food at
the fair is organic and nearly all of it
is from Maine .
As long as he 's able to, Martin will
keep returning to the fair, although he
admits he may need to slow down at
some point. "I'm not- a spring chicken." he laughed. "I'm 84."
It seems as though most participants at the fair come back year after
year. Phillip Norris . information booth
coordinator, said that last Friday over
18,000 people visited the fair, a record
high for the first day. Norris has been
working at the fair for 20 years and
called it "a gathering of the tribes." He
sees friends at the fair he hasn 't seen
all year. I asked him if the fair had
changed at all over the years. "A lot of
things have changed," he said. "But
the vibe remains the same."
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/ do, but you can Y: Gay marriage in America

EDITORIAL
A message in the Die
When we heard that the first-years had all received die rules in the mail
we were at first, well, a little jealous, but also a little confused as to how we
should editorialize on what was the only interesting issue during an otherwise dull news week. (No offense to Richard Clarke but we wouldn't disagree much with what he said, nor could we say it any better.)
Die as a game is a great tradition for the College to continue to pass down.
Like any other activity, it must be done in moderation, and the [Echo] is in
no ways advising first-years to drink their college years away in some
Hillside double, tossing late into the night.
The ideals of die as outlined in the letter are 1. Fair and Honest Play, 2.
CompetitiveSpirit and 3. A Love for the Game. These ideals can be translated into advice for first-years on their four years at Colby.
Fairand honest play. The most basic of ideals, you should not cheat yourself or others here, in or out of the classroom. It is important to be honest
and respectful—to yourself and to those around you. You will not gain much
from college if you aren't just and sincere with your actions.
Competitive Spirit. While it is important to not make college into a contest betweenyou and everyone around you, a little competitive spirit is good
to have. Competing with yourself can give you the personal drive and motivation to learn more and put yourself out there to do new things and meet
new people. Just don 't let your competitiveness get out of hand and hurt
yourself or others.
A Lovef o rthe Game. As a college student, it is essential to have a genuine
love of knowledge, and its pursuit. Getting a good grade on a presentation,
paper or exam is nice, but loving the process of research and gathering information can't be measured. Without a love for the game that is college, you
won't walk away having accomplished anything.
While these concepts can be loosely translated to college, Emerson 's
quote at the end of the rules can be directly translated.
"DONT BE TOO TIMID AND SQUEAMISH ABOUT YOUR ACTIONS. ALL LIFE IS AN
EXPERIMENT.THE MORE EXPERIMENTS YOU MAKE THE BETTER.-

Graduatehaving tried something new, gone outside of your comfort zone
and experienced exactly what a diverse and engaging campus can offer you.
There is plenty to do here and in the local community, do not limit yourself
to your group of friends or the same thing that you have been doing all your
life. Take Emerson's advice and experiment a little.
Experimenting doesn 't mean drinking like crazy and trying drugs. It 's
easy to alter the state of mind, but the real challenge is changing ourselves
as people, so that we walk away from college with a toolbox full of social
and intellectual tools to help us lead our lives.

SPECIALS JJHb
Blue Moon Summer Ale
Franzi White
Grenache 5L Box

Normally
$27.65/case
Now
$12.99/case
Was $11.99
Now $6.99

Forest Glen Winery
Amilbec or
Sangiovese 750 mL bottles

Were $9 99

Now $6.99

Open Sun -Wed . until 9 p.m .Thurs.
10 p.m., Fri. & Sat. until midnight
Ku n t iWe
lnow ha\ e the largest selection of domestic
and import beers in Central Maine

873-6228

OKAS ' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES

^

52 From St.. Waterville . ME

By JEN COX

OPINIONS EDITOR

This presidential election is crucial
for so many reasons In the next few
years, our leaders will make decisions
that will change our nation and alter
the world. The Iraq war, environmental policies, and health care arc all
issues that will directly affect our
country. We have fiscal debt to deal
with, other regions of the world to
negotiate with, and important human
rights issues to consider all over the
globe. Though it is important to strive
to better the world for all humans, I
am constantly being struck by the
brazen denial of civil rights on our
own soil. Most of the issues that are
being considered in this election are
complicated, heavil y layered. To me,
gay marriage is not one of those
issues. There should be absolutely no
question as to whether or not homosexual couples should be granted marriage licenses Our country was
founded on the belief that church and
state should be separate. Yes, the definition of marriage states that it is a
union between a man and a woman,
but didn't suffrage used to include
only men? What if we had forever
lived literally by the phrase. "All men
are created equal"?

On Aug. 9, 2007, six Democratic
candidates met in Los Angeles for the
first debate concentrated on LGBT
issues. The Human Rights Campaign
and MTV' s Logo station hosted the
Visible Vote 2008 Presidential
Forum , a historic event that granted
the candidates a chance to develop or
explain their perspectives on issues
such as gay marriage, the military 's
"Don 't Ask Don 't Tell" policy, and
discrimination. Though each individual running for president was invited,
only Sen. Barack
Obama ,
Sen.
Hillary
Clinton ,
Sen. John Edwards ,
Rep.
Dennis
Kucinich ,
Sen.
Mike Gravel , and
New Mexico Gov.
Bill
Richardson
acceptedDuring
the
debate , only two of
the six (Kucinich
and Gravel) openly
supported gay marriage. The other
four candidates—
who include the top three front runners Edwards, Clinton , and Obama—
reiterated the fact that they were in
support of same-sex civil unions. In
2003, the democratic candidates held
this position as well. In this respect,
not much has changed. Civil unions
would provide necessary stability and
security, but their refusal to legitimize
gay marriage frustrated me. As

Obama said during the debate. "[Civil
unions] wouldn't be a lesser thing,
from my perspective. Semantics may
be important to some. From my perspective, what I'm interested in is
making sure that those legal rights are
available to people." While for me
this was his most eloquent and hopeful statement of the night , 1 disagree.
Semantics matter.
I am thankful that members of the
gay community would be able to
obtain these legal rights if one of
these
candidates
were to be elected.
Still , as shown
almost forty years
ago, separate but
equal is inherently
wrong. Semantics
matter because an
underlying message
of civil unions is
that LGBT citizens
should be treated
differently.
This
nation
is
still
scarred so deeply
from racism. Racial
discrimination has
proved to be extremely difficult to
undo. We have yet to completel y
demolish stereotypes and segregation. The wounds are deep. Why are
we running yet another knife along
our skin? It kills me to think that the
LGBT youth will grow up thinking
that their love doesn't mean as much
as that in a straight relationshi p. It
teaches people to treat gays as if they

If the government isn 't being
completely supportive, how can
it expect eradication of homophobia and
discrimination?

are second class citizens , even if it ts
only on a subconscious level. If the
government isn 't being completel y
supportive , how can it expect eradication of homophobia and discrimination? Although our communities
are becoming more accepting m
many areas, there is still an immense
amount of shame associated wit h
homosexuality. By not supporting
gay marriage, we are teaching the
youth that gay people aren 't equal to
straight people.
Although the fact upsets me . I
understand that supporting gay marriage may hurt a candidate 's chance
at election. If complete acceptance
must happen in small steps, then so
be it. I like to think that most of the
candidates believe personally in total
equality, and I understand that much
is at stake. I still feel that my disappointment is justified. Sure, Rep
Kucinich and Sen. Gravel don ' t have
as much support to lose, but I wish
more of the candidates had taken a
stronger stand. If we must sugar coai
civil rights with semantics, then so
be it , but I hope in ten years I will be
receiving invitations to the weddings
of my gay friends. On gay marriage
Richardson has said, "You know, in
my heart , I' m doing what is achievable. And I' m not there yet. And the
country isn 't there yet." But the
country was born there, bom with
the ideals of equality, liberty and the
pursuit off happiness. If that is not
where we 're standing now, it is time
for us to return.

The Jena Six trials: Racism and injustice illuminated

By ISSAC OPPER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
With Barack Obama 's emergence as
a front runner in the presidential race,
America seems finally able to throw
off the shackles of its blemished past.
The persistent stain of slavery and the
Jim Crow laws on America's idealism
looks to be an ancient memory. The
Jena Six case, however, shows that this
goal is far from accomplished. The
"Jena Six" are a group of six black
high school children who are being
charged with attempted murder in a
high-profile race case that shows both
how far America has come in its race
relations and how far it still has to go.
Jena is a town of about 3,000 people situated in the middle of
Louisiana. An unwritten school rule
meant that black students, about twenty percent of the population, could not
sit beneath a certain tree. On Aug. 31 ,
2006 a black student stood up in the
school's assembly and asked permission to sit under the "White Tree."
Although told by the principal that he
could sit anywhere he wanted to, the
next moming three nooses swung
ominously from the tree. The three
white students who had hung the

nooses were found, and although the
school principal recommended expulsion , the school superintendent
viewed the incident as merely a prank
and not the way many blacks did—as
a hate crime. The boys were suspended for three days.
As is so often the case, the way
people reacted quickly became more
of a problem than the initial event.
Fights between blacks and whites
broke out in the school and in
November the central wing of the
school was lit on
fire ,
a
crime
blamed on white
students by the
black members of
the community and
vice versa. A black
student was beaten
up when he showed
up at an all-white
party and a few
days later an altercation at a convenience store led to a
loaded
shotgun
being pulled on three black students
who, luckily, were successful in their
attempt to wrestle it away. Then , on
Dec . 4, six black students mugged a
white student as he left the gym ,
knocking him unconscious and sending him to the hosp ital for a few
hours. Any hope at ending the racial
animosity in Jena was ended when

the district attorney chose to charge
the six students with , among other
things , attempted second-degree
murder and to charge five of the six
as adults.
The Jena case illustrates a couple
of important points about racism in
the United States. It shows just how
close to the surface racial tension still
lies in many American cities. As is
usually the case , a relatively innocuous incident set off a series of events
that led to a much
larger problem. To
use
Malcolm
Gladwell's term , a
"tipping
point ,"
someone asking if
they could sit under
the White Tree,
transformed a relatively innocent vestige of the past into
a bloody confrontation. Removing the
cause of the tipping
point , in this case
the existence of a
"White Tree", is
almost always easier than tackling
the problem after it has had time to
arouse the emotions of people on
either side of the issue.
With all the furor surrounding the
Jena case, it 's easy to lose sight of the
positives in the case. Although Mychal
Dell, the iirst of the Jena Six to go to
trial, WW found guilty of aggravated

As is so often
the case, the
way people
reacted quickly
became more of
a problem than
the initial event .

second-degree battery in only two
days by an all-white jury, the sentence
was overturned by the 3rd Circuii
Court of Appeals, who ordered him to
be tried in juvenile court. In addition,
his conspiracy conviction was sent
back to the juvenile court by the 28th
Judicial District Court Judge.
The Jena Six case illustrates thai
even though blacks and whites may
now sit at the same table on a red hill
in Georgia, they are not judged sole!)
on the content of their character
Although explicit segregation has
been more or less eradicated in the
United States, our job is not done
Implicit segregation, be it a difference in median income, a difference
in attitudes toward different races, or
a even a voluntary difference in seating positions at the school dining
hall , is alive and well. It is our job to
end this the best we can. Because I
too have a dream: that one day, in the
Hills of North Carolina three college
students tried in a high profile race
case will truly be innocent until
proven guilty in the eyes of the
world; that one day black and white
children not only can, but will sit
under the same tree; that one day
there will be no more affirmative
action , because there will be no mote
need for affirmative action; and thai
one day in the middle of Louisiana,
trying a 16 year-old boy as an adult
will be a crime not because he is
black , but because he is human.

Students on the Street
What would you give to the all of the f irst-years?

¦

"My Bomber.''

— milTyson 09

"An Introduction to Hilbert Space."
—AMe Holmes 'OS
—Chad Sleeker '08

"Clamidia. "
—Karthik Sonty 10

"A funnel."
—Timothy Jeon '10

Security and changed Between a rock and a hard place:Egypt 's regime and the Islamist challenge
things, students and
strange things
By GAIJTAM NAIR
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE
By C.W. Bassett

The front page of the Echo a couple of weeks ago featured a story
written by Emily Warmington about
the new policy embraced by Colby 's
Security, a policy that revamps the
citation process long a part of student-Security interaction- No more
citations (kinda like super-felonious
parking tickets) because the student
miscreants so served got all angry
and hostile. Security doesn't like
being hated, so as of September
2007, citations go right to the Dean
of Students Office.
Somehow this new procedure
seems very warm and NESCACfuzzy: now everyone is going to
decriminalize relations between
Security and the first-class drunks
who make up the majority of run-ins
that illegal student drinkers and
Security officers have. We all know
that the majority of the contretemps
involve alcohol-related incidents. One
need only look at the Echo 's
Department of Security Incident
Report Log (p.2): 10 of 12 "incidents"
cited on 14 September involved drinking (one illness, one yelling from a
window is that illegal?).
Now, I have some sympathy for
Security, who doesn't like being

...if you live in
the real world,
the local police
really don't give
a rat's behind if
they're considered villains or
not.
tagged with the villain's role every
time. But I think Ms. Warmington
should do a follow-up story on the
student-Security relationship. She
could follow some Security officers
on their rounds some Saturday night
and see what it's like to bust up a
drunken student party. How really
hostile is it? Is violence frequent? Do
we call the Dean's office often?
Of course, if you live in the real
world, the local police really don't
give a rat's behind if they 're considered villains or not. They have the
laws to enforce, and there's no
Dean's office in City Hall. The high
crimes and misdemeanors that the
local fuzz encounter are recounted
every day in the Sentinel. The officers who responded to a "disorderly"
party on Dalton Street, having
warned the Colby-ites renting there
that they were offending the neighbors, arrested four screamers at LOS
a.m. The Colby students made bail.
I'll bet Waterville's police officers
are just plain enthusiastic about busting some Colby kids at 1:05 a. m. No
public relations breaches here; take
the citations and run. We'll see you in
court, which is bound to be harsher
than the Dean of Students at Colby
would be. Not that you all are going to
read the Sentinel to see which of your
classmates got cited (unlike the Echo,
the Sentinel gives names) but the guy
with the gun on his hip ain 't gonna
take any lip from some college kid.
Still, my personal favorite crime of
the week reads this way:
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m., a resident
of Bigelow Hill Road in Skowhegan
reported she bit into a piece of rubberized material in a taco salad purchased from Wendy's Restaurant on
Upper Main Street. A Skowhegan
officer later determined the foreign
material was a piece of latex glove.
The officer advised her to contact
the manager of Wendy's, according
to the report.
Could they have been drinking at
Wendy's?

Egypt, with her eighty million children, is the most populous country in
the Arab world. A prominent center of
politics, culture and thought, the country is seen as a bellwether for the
Middle East. If this is the case, the
future of political reform in the region
appears even more uncertain than the
implications of the war in Iraq suggest.
The president of Egypt, Hosni
Mubarak , has ruled the country since
1983- A former general in the air
force , he succeeded Anwar Sadat as
president after Sadat was assassinated for making peace with Israel.
Mubarak has never held free and fair
elections in his time in office. In the
most recent edition , in 2005, he
secured office with an 88 percent
majority. His deeply unpopular rule
makes the results of the rigged election dubious to the point of absurdity.
The president 's closest contender,
Ayman Nour, had the temerity to garner 8 percent of the vote. Nour was
jailed on trumped up charges shortly
after the election. By law, Mubarak is
the head of the executive, armed
forces and judiciary simultaneously,
with the power to dissolve parliament
at will. However, this would be an
unnecessary and excessive step. The
regime party, the quixotically named
National Democratic Party (NDP),
has an unassailable 70 percent majority in a rubber stamp parliament.
Mubarak's power is so absolute that
Egyptians, tired after twenty five
years of incompetence, autocracy
and economic stagnation, often refer
to him as "The Pharaoh."
This man is counted among the
United States' closest allies. His

regime has been the second largest
recipient of U.S. aid after Israel. In
exchange it has maintained its peace
with Israel; a noble but deeply unpopular policy within the country. The
regime has also managed to contain
the political Islamists of the officially
banned Muslim Brotherhood, who in a
free and fair election would almost
certainly sweep to power with a massive majority. America prefers to deal
with Mubarak than with members of a
movement who might reverse the
peace with Israel, who have an uncertain commitment to democracy,
minority rights and women 's rights;
and who favor the full implementation
of the Shari 'a or Islamic law.
This policy is now on its last legs
for a simple reason. Mubarak is almost
eighty years of age and is in poor
health. Although he recently promised
parliament to rule Egypt as long as his
heart beats in his chest, it is unclear
how long his heart will comply. His
son, Gamal Mubarak, an ex- investment banker, waits in the wings. He is
forty one years old and Egyptians
dread the thought of a good thirty
more years of authoritarian rule.
Meanwhile the secular opposition parties are in. total disarray and cannot
hope to build a large mass following in
the immediate future. These parties are
not in competition for power, only for
influence.
Thus the choice remains between a
democratically elected Islamist government and a secular autocrat handpicked
from within the regime. It is possible
that a democratically elected Muslim
Brotherhood would be preferable.
There are several good reasons to hold
this opinion. The first is that the
Brothers are far removed from the
bearded Ayatollahs of Iran or the
Wahhabism of the Saudi Regime. Its

parliamentary members arc educated
professionals: lawyers, doctors and
teachers. Many Egyptians support them
because of their corruption- free image,
their social work, and most importantly
their opposition to the current regime
At the same time, their message of
"Islam is the solution" has a powerful
resonance to some in a country that is
approximately 90 percent Muslim. The
officially banned group has demonstrated its popularity in the past, winning 88 seats in parliament by running
independent candidates in 2005. All the
other secular parties distinguished
themselves by winning a total of 12
seats in the same election.
A Muslim Brotherhood government
is not without significant concerns. Its
attitude towards women or Egypt's
Coptic Christian minority may not
comport with the other components of
a liberal democracy. Equally important
is its attitude to elections. Some commentators
have
accused
the
Brotherhood of pursuing a policy of
Taqiya, hiding its true purposes until it
has secured victory in an election.
Finally, its attitude to peace with Israel
(though it would never consider fighting an un-winnable war) or Egypt 's
alliance with the United States may not
be to the liking of many in the West.
These are very important concerns
that cannot be dismissed easily.
Nevertheless, the current regime barely makes a pretense of having democracy in Egypt. The Brothers, over the
last three decades, have demonstrated
their commitment to non violence and
have shown extraordinary competence

and commitment in parliamentary life.
Furthermore, a free election could
entrench strong, sustainable democratic values amongst politicall y apathetic
masses. A further upshot could be to
graduall y revive a secular opposition
that has been entirely enervated by an
authoritarian political infrastructure.
Most important , the Brotherhood
would be given an opportunity to discredit or validate itself, as the case
may be. It would probably find that the
business of government is much trickier than being in opposition. It will
have to build coalitions with the many
secular minded individuals in Egypt to
assure the success of policy. Like other
reli gious parties (the BJP in India or
the AK. party in Turkey are good
examples), they will swiftly lcam that
issues of employment, wages, education and food arc much more important to people than spirituality. If the
Brotherhood manages to resolve these
issues then it has succeeded in government and deserves its place. If it does
not , the democratic precedent should
be strong enough for the opposition to
mount a credible electoral challenge
and replace the Brotherhood in power.
One must also not forget the principle of democracy itself. The international community cannot call for
democracy in the Middle East and
subsequently
reject
successful
Islamist parties with a strong mandate
from the people. The citizens of the
region will then rightly see calls for
democracy as hypocritical.
The international community, the
U.S. in particular, has a limited capa-

bility to encourage , but not to force,
Egypt toward real political reform.
There arc also ever louder demands
for democracy within Egypt This is
evidenced by a more critical opposition press, greater trade union activity, political protests and largely
meaningless "reforms" by the government. But there is no external support for this internal push for change.
Such support could come in the form
of aid being conditional on reform,
increased diplomatic pressure, public
calls for liberalization and economic
incentives. Without such external
support, internal efforts at reform are
doomed to fail because of the
Egyptian regime 's overwhelming
control of the instruments of state cooptation , coercion and control.
All the above scenarios arc mere
hypotheses. It looks likely that there
will be no fair election in the near
future, and that Gamal Mubarak will
succeed his father to the throne of the
Arab Republic of Egypt. The United
States, silenced by the debacle in Iraq,
is unlikely to intervene. This would
constitute an enormous blow to
democracy in the region. It would also
be a historic missed opportunity that
will probably not return in decades

Have an opinion?
Write for the Echo

A sketch of Security: the misadventures of a Saturday night

The Man 's Feminist
By KRIS MIRANDA
COPY EDITOR

Although I'm nowhere near physically impressive enough to call myself
a "Man's Man" (luckily, I think that
phrase is stupid), I'll admit to having
certain Homeric sensibilities. I like to
hit things (a lot). I believe that competition can be as important as consensus, that sometimes a sense of
hierarchy is important, that vengeance
does sometimes coincide with justice.
One of the first things I noticed about
Grey 's Anatomy was that Kate
Walsh/Dr. Addison Montgomery is
indeed McHot, and
if I were to make a
shortlist of five reasons
to
see

Transformers ,

ing that violence. What better way for
the archetypal/stereotypical Man 's
Man to prove himself than to actually
fight for Helen's honor and not just
for possession of her, and (here comes
a tired line) to "prove his security in
his masculinity" by fighting at her
side rather than in front of her as if she
is a child? On another note, one doesn't need to read a woman's mind to
figure out that according her complete
respect, treating her as a peer while
paying attention to her unique trials,
will probably reap its own rewards.
Oh, get your inind out of the gutter
well, maybe not, depending on whom
you (and they) are, but more simply,
one can never have too many friends.
I admit to being far from certain
what "(i ylitmi '." in this case entailsmaybe hardcore activism, maybe just
wearing I Heart Female Orgasm t-shirts
without embarrassment—and
of
course there are
non-Homeric varieties of Real MenOrganizations
like Colby's own
Students Against
Sexual Assault also
face more subtle
issues than assholeism in trying to
increase
male
involvement , with
the cause if not the
club. A great many
guys have no quarrel with us, and even
support us distantly, in mind if not in
deed. But there does seem to be a
sense that it might somehow be awkward for men to be more active on an
issue that is often shoved in their (our)
faces as if they (we) are each personally responsible for every date rape
that 's happened on a college campus.
SASA's male membership is growing, which pleases this club secretary
more than it should. I say "more than
it should" because it shouldn 't please
me any more than the addition of our
new female members. So on behalf of
S ASA ami any feminists—of any gender—who don 't disagree with what
I've said so far, I' m extending the
olive branch. Whether you prefer to
use bulging muscles, rapier wit or rakish charm, guys, we want you to help
us redefine what it is to Be a Man.
Feminism may only be one of many
parts of any such redefinition , but considering that it concerns the entire
other half of the population (and here
at Colby, more than that), I wager that
it 'll still be one of the most important.

A great many
guys have no
quarrel with us,
and even support us distantly,
in mind if not in
deed.

Megan Fox would
probably be on it.
But none of that
means I can't be a
feminist. Indeed, I'd
like to use this forum
to declare for the
first time (at least in
so many words) that
I am. A little exhibitionist of me, perhaps, but also overdue. I trust you've
heard it before, gentlemen, but there's
really no good reason for me—or any
of "us"—not to be feminists.
The issue has many facets, but I'll
just cover one whose relevance is still
disproportionately great in college:
sexual assault. Certainly, no guy wants
to be tola'—as were those of my class
during a first-year wellness serninar—
that he has a one-in-four chance of
becoming a date rapist before graduation. Well, maybe it wasn't quite that
high (I hope not), but you get the
point. It happens, and it 's irritating.
But such accusations, however premature, have their basis in truth. How to
counter this scare-tactic rhetoric?
Beyond not letting it get to you and
being a misogynistic ass (even if
you 're "just joking"), I meanTo paraphrase sex educator
Marshall Miller (co-author, / Love
Female Orgasm), both because and
although men are responsible for an
overwhelming percentage of sexual
violence, we also have the potential to
make an amazing difference if we
actively commit ourselves to prevent-

By CHRIS DeROO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On its website, Colby College states. "The objective
of the Colby College Security Department is to provide a safe and secure environment for the Colby community." This is a statement which I believe every
student on campus should be able to get behind. It 's
only when Security begins to deviate from this purpose that we students begin to have legitimate issue
with them. After all, there 's no reason to hate on
Security for doing its job.
Unfortunately, I'm afraid that I do have an issue
with security at the moment. On Loudness weekend,
I happened to witness some of my neighbors being
cited by a particular member of Security. I hadn 't
been drinking, but upon asking what the situation was.
I soon found myself being cited for disrespect and told

I had to go to the Health Center.
The situation was eventually resolved happily,
thanks to the help of another security officer; who
after spending a minute with me could see that I was
neither drunk nor disrespectful , and sent me on my
way. My issue with Security isn 't that I got into trouble—I didn 't. Rather, I' m upset that these incidents
are occurring at the College at all. The job of Security
is to protect the students, and when I sec an officer
serve the opposite of that purpose, and harass students.
I feet it is necessary to take action.
And action can be taken. If you find yourself, or witness someone you know being unfairly treated by
Security, file a student report on the incident (you can
pick them up in the Security Office) and if you feel that
it 's necessary, take it to a dean. They're good people,
they 'll listen. If we do our part, hopefully we can end
some of the student-Security tension on campus..

Welcome Back Colby
Students !
Pad Thai Too Is now offering
delivery to Colby 7
days/week. Delivery starts at
5 pm.
Call: 859-8900
Check out our menu at:
www.padthaitoo.com
4
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** Bring this ad in to receive 10% off your
order. Valid until 9/3 0/07. Offers cannot
be combined. +*

Pad Thai Too: 400 Kennedy
Memorial Drive, Waterville
(Located Next to the Budget
Hos n

Arts & Entertainment
this week
SATURDAY, SEPT. 29
¦ SPB Dance
6:00 p.m.
Cotter Union/Page Commons
MONDAY, OCT. 1
• Stitch 'n Bitch Knitting Club
8:00 p m.
Marriner/MARR Lounge
TUESDAY, OCT. 2
• Party Host Training
8:30 a.m.
120 Pulver Pavilion
• Auditions for "The One
That Gent Slapped"
7:00 - 10:00 pjn.
Strider Theater
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 3
• Auditions for "The One
That Gets Slapped"
4:30 - 7:00 p.m.
Strider Theater
¦ Film Screenings:
Art in the 21st Century
7:00 pjn.
Bixier Given Auditorium
THURSDAY, OCT. 4
• JoseGonzalez Concert
7:30 p.m.
Page Commons
¦ Colby Improv Performance
9:00 p.m.
Cotter Union/111 Lower
ProgramSpace

Broken down vans and brand new fans
By JEN COX
OPINIONS EDITOR

Though the night began with a broken van . an overheated Durango and
two Aberdeen City band members
stranded in Portland, this burst of bad
luck did not prevent the first coffee
house event from having a successful
opening The transportation troubles
set back the show a half an hour but it
did not faze the audience that had
filled the room from door to door. The
two members of the Bostonian rock
band who had made the trek to the
College safely were bassist and vocalist Bradley Parker, whose bass guitar
was in the broken down Durango, and
Chris McLaughlin, a smiley, longhaired guitarist and back-up vocalist
with a black hooded sweatshirt. They
bustled around the room plugging in
amps and wires to their equipment,
tools which were usually used to project a full rock set that would, as
Parker said, "melt the paint off the
walls." Since only half of the band
was there, they ran out into the hallway for only about ten minutes and
managed to rewrite an entire set to do
acoustically. As the lights went out
and anxious audience members
clapped, the duo look the floor and
curled themselves around their guitars
Their first song. "Pretty Pet." was

off of their first LP Parker 's voice
was immediately haunting and ethereal. McLaughlin 's guitar wailed into
life, setting the base for a song that
felt raw and folk-like The sound was
organically Radiohead , and had the
same gut feeling as a Neutral Milk
Hotel song. The men were comfortable in their song, though they apologized many times for not being able
to play their full set It was clear from
the number of students and the enthusiasm that the audience felt that there

The sound was
organically
Radiohead, and
had the same
gut feeling as a
Neutral Milk
Hotel song.
was absolutely no need for apologies.
This was not the Aberdeen City that
had expected to play. Instead , it was
an acoustic duo that was both
poignant and naturally moving.
The next song had a working title ,
and it opened with guitar chords like
waves. It was filled with nostalgia
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and angst . the kind that paints life
into a worthwhile struggle. Parker
would claim . "We're not really this
sensitive. We're going to get into a
fist fight out front after this. " Even if
the sensitivity doesn't define their
regular image, they were remarkably
soulful. "Ain 't coming Back'* was
one of the favorite tracks of the
night. It was stained with a romantic
eloquence that was powered by sad
guitars and vocal harmonies. The
song felt like a catharsis, and when
the final chords melted away, it
almost felt wrong to reward those
few minutes with clapping. It seemed
odd that there was not a more meaningful or personal way to express
how deeply that song had gone.
From there, Aberdeen City
(acoustic version) transitioned into a
harder song with synched guitars,
escalating volumes and a comfortable melody that guided the chorus.
"Alt the leaders, all the bleeders. I
knew them all ," Parker sang. During
"God is Gonna Get Sick of Me," a
song off of their first LP, they
revealed a small taste of their harder
rock side, stringing the guitar strings
until they seemed as if they 'd snap
Still , their voices and guitars slid
through each other smoothly, and
they proved that the roots of their
songs are as beautiful as their full
sets. The last song of the night ,
"Mercy," brought back the wailing
vibrato of the guitar, and as the lights
went back on the audience slowly
emptied out of the coffee house.
As a new fan of Aberdeen City, 1
feel lucky to have seen such a rare
and off-hand performance. Still, I
hope the band holds to their promise
to try and return in the spring as their
entire band. When asked how different the acoustic set they had played
is from their normal material, Parker
replied , "It 's pretty much the difference between the north pole and the
equator." He admitted they had been
slightly uncomfortable without their
"6'3" Saskatchewan drummer," and
their other guitarist. Though they
had performed acoustic sets before ,
those were after days of practice.
They felt unprepared , understandable under circumstances, but the
music sounded controlled and well
rehearsed. The band comprises four
Boston College alumni , and has
been together since 2001. Aberdeen
City is currently working on a new
LP due out in the first quarter of next
year. I hope they find their way back
to the College so we can see their
"fist fight " side. It may have been a
night of missing basses and broken
vans, but Aberdeen City opened the
coffee house to a fantastic start ,
earning a great deal of respect and
new fans in the process.
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Beacham. Tschanz and Beacham performed as the Nordica Trio.

Nordica Trio invigorates
audience in the Chapel
By JENNY DEAN
STAFF WRITER

Anticipation dripped from the walls
of Lorimer Chapel like the condensation on a cold glass of Moxic. The
lights flickered on and off and on, as if
our very world had lost its bearing and
twirled haplessly between night and
day. Was this in fact the end?
Last Saturday night, amidst this
apocal yptic atmosphere, the Nordica
Trio graced the aforementioned chapel
with a program of works for violin ,
piano and clarinet. The group comprised three highly accomp lished
musicians often seen about Mayflower
Hill: Graybert Beacham on violin .
Adjunct Associate Professor of Music
Cheryl Tschanz on piano and Karen
Beachham on clarinet. They began
with a fairly contemporary piece from
the 1990s by the Australian composer
Peter Scullhorpe , entitled From
Nourlangic. The trio executed the
order with gusto, passing along various motifs, both melodic and slightly
less melodic, though always harmonious. It was written, we were
informed, to remind one of the great
vistas of Australia, ocean , plain ,
mount, and no doubt large dingo and
medium-sized lizard.
The tno went on to a selection by
the Armenian composer Aram
Khachatunan , who moved to Russia
in his late twenties to study composition in Moscow. His piece. Trio for
Clarinet. Violin, and Piano in three
movements, combined aspects of
modem music and sweeping Slavic
folk-songs to create a highly entertaining whole. The first half ended with
the Sonata for Clarinet and Piano by
Francis Poulenc. We were told that
this very piece was first performed by,
and written expressly for the likes of
Benny Goodman and Leonard
Bernstein. The selection showed off a

great range of musical and technical
possibilities as well as a scaling emotional range. The phrase included in
the final movement, "con fuoco" was
interpreted literally; the sonata was
highly entertaining and moving, and
all sorts of wonderful things. Who
doesn 't love Poulenc? And Poulcnc
performed well? Exactly. Following
the sonata, intermission arrived, at
which point various parties ran to the
bathroom. One member of the sizeable audience skirted by, uttering the
phrase: "...indeed , I' m having the
time of my life, musically speaking"
(the individual wishes his or her
name to remain anonymous, though
should for no reason be ashamed or
his or her worthy comment).
The second half of the concert
was colored with sounds of Klezmer,
which seemed quite appropriate in
the wake of the High Holidays. It
began with a piece for violin and
piano entitled N'tgun (Improvisation)
f r o m Baal Shem , written by Emest
Bloch. This piece and the final Trio
f o r Clarinet. Violin and Piano by
Paul Shoenfield played upon the
combination of very old and very
new. The ancient strains of Klezmer
and scales of modernity peacefully
mingled and sometimes kicked and
threw hand grenades—musicall>
speaking—to the effect of a rather
riveting set. The final trio, in four
movements, explored a range of attitudes and capabilities for the three
musicians, who complemented each
other as if they had played side by
side for an epoch. The musicians
showed, in my humble opinion , a
great
flair
for
Klezmer.
Accompanied by a set of evidently
adroit page-turners (one should not
neglect the \ital post of page-turner), the trio performed an overall
invi gorating concert worthy of any
Saturday night , and indeed , any
evening of the week.

Book Re view: Off icer Friendly and Oth er Stories
By JTJLIA ESSENBERG
Here's What's Playing Fri.
Sept. through Thurs. Sept. 20

IN THE VALLEY OF ELAH
R Nightly at 5:00 and 730; also
Sat. and Sun. at 12:00 Noon
and 2:30
EASTERN PROMISES
R Nightly at 5:10 . 7:10 and
9:10; also Sat . and Sun. at 1 10
and 3:10
NO END IN SIGHT
Unrated Nightly at 4:50 and
8:55. also Sun. at 2:45
2 DAYS IN PARIS
R Nightl y at 7:00. also Sat. at
3:00 and Sun. at 2:45
Ilth ANNUAL MANHATTAN
SHORT FILM FESTIVAL
Unrated One Show Only!
Saturday at 1 :00 p.m.

STAFF WRITER

RATING: 8/10

The opening of Officer Friendly
and Other Stories quickl y introduces
the spontaneous and eclectic nature of
the anthology. Peter, a dripping wet
Portland restaurateur , enters a convenience store in search of a diver to
rescue his boat from the undertow of
a Maine lake. He promptly discovers
that the salesman is an experienced
diver and the two men return to the
lake with the aim of rescuing Peter 's
wife and baby The Diver rums out to
be a borderline psycho. He antagonizes Peter at every tum , modifying
each insult he makes by addressing
Peter as "friend. " As the story progresses, it becomes increasingly mysterious The appearance of the diver
seems overly convenient; the knife he
disp lays proudly becomes increasingly sinister. Peter slowly transforms
from a worried husband into a
prospective murderer.
The narrative voice changes dramatically throughout the anthology It
vacillates from third person to first
person , from memory and innermost
thought to vivid action. The reader is
introduced to a wide array of characters from a teenage hooligan with a
bad attitude to a nostal gic man trying

to recall his past with his father. At
times the accuracy of the writing is
startling. It is amazing how Robinson
manages to portray the criminal
teenager Alden in Officer Friendly.
The story addresses teenage rivalries, fears and is written in such a
personal , frank tone that it one forgets the story is not the personal
diary of a teenage boy. There are no
lapses in the voice and the story
demonstrates perfect execution anJ
control.
An air of suspense is a prevailing

An air of suspense is a prevailing feature of
the anthology.
Most stories
seem to have a
mysterious element...
feature of the anthology. Most stories
seem to have a mysterious element—
pieces of the narrative are left dangling
and open, the endings do not answer
questions but raise new ones. The
appeal of the book stems in part from

its ability to challenge without
becoming frustrating.
Officer Friendly and Other
Stories gives a well-rounded
representation of Maine—from
breathtaking scenery to quirky
small towns and dark back
allies. It shows the diversity of
people living in the state and
helps to dispel many stereotypes
non-Maincrs may have about
the people living here. The
author 's characters are very
realistic and he brilliantly
depicts the very core of their
souls. Peter the restaurateur is
lonel y and paranoid; Alden is
irrevocably damaged by his parent 's separation.
Lewis Robinson grew up in
Maine and was educated at
Middlebury College. After completing his degree, he attended
the Iowa Writer 's Workshop. He
is a recipient of the Whiting
Writing Award for emerging
writers, which he won in 2003.
Robinson visited the College on
Sept. 18 and spoke candidly
about his experiences with writing, illness and growing up in
Maine.
Officer Friendly and Other
Stories is available for purchase
from the Colby Bookstore.
Robinson gave a reading on Sept IS in Special Collections.
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Spotlight on the Arts

Movie Review: Amanda Bynes cracks up audiences as Sydney White
By SARAH BRUCE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Amanda Bynes is at it again, but
this time she's no longer the man, but
i modern day Snow White. Bynes
stars as Sydney White in this new
traversal Picture 's similarly titled
film. A satirical, modem take on the
Disney classic Snow White and the
Seven Dwarves set in the throes of a
Urge state university.
White, after being raised by her
father the plumber, is off to college
10 join her late mother 's sorority.
Kappa. Rachel Witchbum , the equivalent of Snow White 's wicked stepmother, is the student government
president , Kappa president and of
course after the cutest boy in school,
T> ler Prince. Witchburn makes
White suffer through rush and then
prevent s her from becoming a full
kappa sister because she has caught
[he attentions of Prince. Oh, and
White is also a brunette.
Heartbroken and disappointed by
her dream, Sydney has nowhere to live
mtl is taken into the Vortex, the home
of the school's seven dorkiest guys,
the seven dwarves. Their friendship is
immediate and White 's care of the
2uys earns her their adoration. The
Vertex is in a state of disrepair and she

encourages the seven dorks to run for
student government so they can get
some of the funding that currently
goes completely to the Greek system
for renovations.
The rest unfolds as a typical, innocent , modem-day movie directed at
teenage girls should. After overcoming obstacles, White wins the student

Sydney White is
a perfectly
charming, clean,
and entertaining
film. Bynes is, as
usual, quirky
and funny...
government election, gets the entire
student body to recognize their inner
dork and unites the cliques, thereby
perfecting the school and getting the
funding to renovate the Vortex.
Naturally, she also gets the boy.
Sydney White is a perfectly charming, clean , and entertaining film.
Bynes is, as usual, quirky and funny.

BOSTON NOW COM

AmandaBynes as Sydney White and her seven dwarfish college roommales in this modern day adaptation of Snow White.

Catherine Jensen '08

though not nearly as strong as her previous performance in She s' the Man.
Sara Paxton makes a fabulous witch as
Rachel Witchbum, with her perfect
blonde hair and her comical "soothing
words," which consisted of reciting
Prada, Gucci, Armani, etc. to calm
herself down. The males were also
appropriately cast. Mart Long is perfectly lovable as Tyler Prince, and the
seven dorks never failed to raise
laughter from the audience.
The satirical aspect was surprisingly clever, and the depiction of the elements of the Snow White original was
cast in a scarily realistic setting. The
film certainly put the pressures of
freshman year of college and the judgmental tendencies of American youth
into harsh perspective. It is almost difficult to stomach the exaggerated
depiction of the Greek system with its
skinny, blonde girls and handsome,
athletic guys, the band with its peppy
dorks, the Goth group dressed completely in black, the Jewish Society in
yarmulkes and, of course, the seven
outcasts. It certainly brings about new
understanding that today's culture is
frighteningly close to this. All those
girls between twelve and seventeen
are being warped by this metaphor for
accepted distinctions and expectations
in the college world. Then again, how
far off is this exaggeration?
Sydney White is, therefore , not
only an entertaining way to spend an
afternoon, but also thought-provoking. It is not necessarily a must see,
but it is worthy of more attention
than the trailer suggests. It is a fun
new way to view a childhood classic
through computer nerds with allergies, the "hot or not " website ranking the girts of the school, and the
poisoned Mac. The seven dorks, on
their presidential campaign, even
march by Rachel Witchbum in a
singe-file line, laden with hammers,
and give a little appropriate "hi-ho."
Sydney White is suitable for the
young ones and entertaining for
adults as welt. It is a perfect heartwarming distraction that puts regular
life into an interesting perspective.

MUSIC REVIEW

By JOEROSE THARAKAN
STAFF WRITER

I've always felt that the rest of
Colby is missing out on the party
going on in Bixler. And speaking
with Catherine Jensen '08 has certainly reinforced that feeling-especially once she told me about all the
things she *s done, both of her own
initiative and in conjunction with
the Student Art Committee, of
which she is the publicity chair.
But before I elaborate on my
ramblings , let me first step hack and
offer you some background information on Jensen and the studentled Art Cornrnittee.Jensen is a New
Canaan, Conn, girl who has gone on
to become an accomplished art
major at Colby with concentrations
in studio art and printmaking. As we
begin our cozy chat in the AMS
lounge she fondly recalls that her
first artistic influences stemmed
from the Big Apple city-just one
hour away from her hometown-and
its many museums and exhibitions.
She then proceeded to channel those
creative influences into her work at
high school and brought a certain
aptitude to try her hand at the new
and worldly through the doors of
Bixler. "It was always the subject I
was most interested in and put the
most time into," she said with a
shrug. As a senior now, she is focusing on her independent study in
Print III and "getting the art that is
happening here out to the rest of the
community."
In comes the Student Art
Committee. Re-invented last year
under the direction and efforts of
Justine Ludwig *08 and Kerry
Hanney '09, the committee seeks to
do just that: take what's happening
in Bixler and make it visible on this
little hill and in the greater
Waterville community below. And
they "recruited" Jensen to the all-

I

important task of getting the word out
there.
"Basically
we're just a group of
people who are really
excited about art and
want to make sure
anyone else who is
looking for it can find
it on this campus ,"
she explained, adding
that that they have a
number of events
planned to lure people
into their domain and
to bait talents out of
their hiding places in
Bixler *s many stuCOURTESY oe c*int.nme JENSEN
dios. "We had really Catherine Jensen '08
good turnout at the
events we organized
last year and we hope we can con- exciting time to be an Art major,
tinue that into this one and generate especially one who shows such
much more interest ," Jensen said promise as Jensen does. I can't help
with enthusiasm, just days after but ask the question that is doing the
their first meeting of the new term. rounds and p laguing all seniors
Perhaps you have attended one of (including myself)-"What 's next
their movie nights or the Andy after graduation?" "I've considered
Warhol factory-themed party they going on a route that will enable me
hosted last year? Or perhaps it was to teach studio art someday," she
the infamous Big Open Show-the replied without a moment 's hesitaone that rivals (and complements) tion. She explained that after having
the Senior Exhibition that is widel y spent so much time herself wrapped
popular each year? If you didn 't, up in the Bixler bubble she cannot
have no fear. They have a number of imagine choosing a life away from
ideas up their sleeves: field trips to the art she so dearly loves. "Working
Portland's museums, exhibitions in in the Colby Museum over the sumthe coffee house and Diamond... mer helped me realize that this is
and this is just the beginning!
something I want to have in the
Back to Jensen herself: In the future ," she added. With great
course of our conversation I found insight she notes how the museum is
out that Jensen spent the last Jan run as a separate ship-'the organizaPlan in Beijing, China after garner- tion, politics and staff are not as
ing a sudden interest in East Asian blended in as the rest of Colby"-and
and Zen art. Talk about taking her art has sought to become more involved
out to the world! She worked at an with the museum this year. One of
art gallery there and spent most of her projects involves working with
her time drawing, all the while tak- the Education Curator (Lauren
ing in the exploding art scene in Lessing) to develop activity plans for
urban China. "Contemporary art is children to do when visiting the
selling in auctions at never before museum on their field trips; just
prices," she remarked and I can tell another way in which she can help
that this is an overwhelming and introduce others to her world.

ALCOHOL REVIEW

Animal Collective 's StrawberryJam Mad Dog versus the Brass Monkey
By JAMIE POSTER
STAFF WRITER

So, you're going on a road trip
across the country with three friends.
Vou find a gutted school bus to be
j our new home. You start in
Baltimore and your only real plans are
lo stop
in
Graceland and
Los Angeles,
but you're willing to see where
the road takes
you.
You
choose
nick
names
like
Panda Bear and
Avey Tare, and
You ' re off.
You end up
m
South
Dakota. Turns
out . you love
South Dakota.
Vou take a nap
!n a com field.
Vou run around
jnd dance naked. You go to the local
carnival and eat some cotton candy.
Golly, thank God for South Dakota.
Strawberry Jam is the equivalent

of Animal Collective 's South
Dakota. They have spent the
last seven years creating album
after album , toying with genres
ranging from experimental
folk, tribal , psychedelic rock ,
electronic pop and runningthrough-a-dark-and-wet-forest
music. Just earlier this year
both Panda Bear
and Avey Tare
came out with
their own soto
projects. Tare's
gaudy "aesthetic" values were
unveiled on his
album Pullhair
Rubeye , composed
entirely of songs
p layed backwards.
And now, surprisingly, Animal Collective
has found its most
comfortable
and
accessible niche yet.
This album drifts
ever so slightly from
Animal Collective 's
tendency to layer acoustic string percussion with non-melodic vocals and
natural sound replications that create
exciting and beautiful messes.

This album drifts
ever so slightly
from Animal
Collective's tendency to layer
acoustic string
percussion with
non-melodic
vocals and natural sound replication...

Strawberry Jam delivers experiments
with electronic sounds repeating and
building upon themselves until you 're
lost in a psychedelic swirl. These
sounds are balanced with vocals that
are tuneful melodies with clearly stated lyrics. The stories are hard to follow and often nonsensical, but word
by word the lyrics are always tun: "A
peacebone got found beneath a
dinosaur wing," they sing on their
first single release track "Peacebone."
After listening, and re-listening,
my favorite track has changed a
several times. At first , 1 only listened to "Chores," a four-and-ahalf-minute journey filled with
teenage angst about doing chores.
The fun and bouncy melody overlaps heavy drums and cymbals , bird
noises , whistles, counter-melodies
and counter-counter-melodies that
all drop out too soon to drift into
Waterville , Maine
^.
JQ I what I would call a deceitful forest
{
where darker tones encroach slowl y
until the song fades out. But then I
discovered a song that feels like a
charming (though a little frightful)
invitation to a carnival fun house
with electronic bubblegum downward scales , a deep voice , and
• Ac< enfs to make any
UA ^SuAi
clever manipulations of rhythm and
room seem like borne.
meter so that listeners can truly lose
. -.. ¦
I 'Pretty table ?nats.
themselves in the song. Every song
I »Cool cocktail napkins.
8 1
on Strawberry Jam brings someI -Deliciottsdtp mixes.
A U / t M S thing new and interesting to get lost
in. This album is truly unique , hard
. " - .'-. I A style and elegance
^^
f e^
to define , and an experience that
you can onl y have from hearing
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By ANDREW KABATZNICK
STAFF WRITER

You know you are in trouble when
you have to procrastinate writing the
beer review, but as I was forced
onward by an early morning deadline
I rolled up to the senior apartments
and dragged some less than witling
participants from their beds. Slightly
distempered by the 2 a.m. wake up
call, the three other members of my
makeshift coalition inquired as to the
beverage of choice for the evening.
Their moods quickly changed when
the heard my answer.
What are the biggest similarities
between a rugby player and a hobo?
Well both will attack you with a brick
if you make 'em angry and both enjoy
the subtle taste of 40s and MD 20/20.
Despite the delicious nature of Colt 45

With the delicious Brass
Monkey making
its way through
our digestive
systems we
moved onto the
ever vigilant
Orange Jubilee...
it would be nearly impossible to make
the direct comparison between it and
the fruity goodness of MD 20/20, otherwise know as Mad Dog. Thus the
only just thing to do was to convert
the Colt 45 into a Brass Monkey in
hopes of challenging Mad Dog 's
Orange Jubilee. So, freshl y risen
from their slumbers, Jake Pinkston
'08, Rich Katz '08 and Jamie
Luckenbill *08 eagerly awaited the
unscrewing of the golden caps.
Up first was the eagerly awaited
Brass Monkey. Colt 45 and Brass
Monkeys go hand in hand as both
have been immortalized in song and
you need malt liquor to make a Brass
Monkey. So as we prepared to begin,

most of us realized we weren 't realty "Nothing brings mc out of the postsure what a Brass Monkey entailed. game daze of a concussion, like the
Sure we knew the basic requirements chemically enhanced orange flavor."
of malt liquor and a hearty dose ofOJ , Luckenbill was up next , but rather than
not of the Simpson variety, but were drinking he surveyed the bottle. "Hey
unsure of the proportions. As we this stuff contains yellow five, won 't
stood scratching our heads, Katz, the that shrink my little Jamie?" Pinkston
resident New Yorker interjected. came last and rounded out the com"Listen I learned all about this from mentary. Pinkston took a varsity pull
the Beastie Boys, to make the perfect from the bottle before saying with a
Brass Monkey it must be drank down smile, "For the first time the MD on the
to the label. No
pouring it out to
your
homies;
that 's cheating. "
And so with a
firm understanding of the process
we began.
L u c k e n b i 11
opened the commentary. "Never
in my dated years
has orange juice
tasted so delicious." All of us
perked up, knowing
that
if
Luckenbill
had
found something
he hadn 't drunk
before
and
enjoyed it; it must
be good. I folCOUBTESY Of BADGERWEST COM
lowed and agreed Mad Dog wins out in this week s beer review
with Luckenbill.
"Forget Mimosas
or Bloody Maries , t have found a new bottle stands for most delicious."
morning beverage to pass the time on
So with two delicious beverages
my stoop and this is it." Katz was up down the hatch we found it time to
next and quickly rose from the couch. make our ruling The vote went surprisWhen he returned moments later he ingly 4-0. While we all adamantly
had a bag in hand , exclaiming. "You agreed that a Brass Monkey was a qualamateurs! The only way to drink one ity beverage; the MD got the nod for a
of these is out of a brown paper bag. " few basic reasons First the Mad Dog
With the delicious Brass Monkey comes ready to dnnk meaning no strugmaking its way through our digestive gling with mixology Second and most
importantly is the 13 percent alcohol
systems we moved onto the ever vigilant Orange Jubilee, a post game bev- content of the Mad Dog, while Colt 45
doesn 't even break 10 percent. So if
erage of choice for rugby players from
Amherst , Massachusetts to Castine . you find a bottle of MD 20/20 staring at
Maine. Katz looked to the orange hue you from the fridge, smile back.
of the bottle, unscrewed the cap and
wafted the aroma to his nostrils. "It
This week's drunken words of wissmells like yellow," he said before tak- dom: "Wine makes a man more
ing a hefty gulp. As the wine-flavored pleased with himself; I didn 't say it
beverage hit my lips I was reminded of makes him more pleasing to others."
- Samuel Johnson
why it was my after-game tradition

Cross country runs without rash
PAT BAGLEY
STAFF WRITER
About three years ago the saying
"Reverse the Curse" was big on campus
thanksto the Red Sox winning their first
World Scries since 1918 and the "20
¦JBPla outside of Boston" phenomenon here on campus. In a way, this same
mantracan be applied to the men's and
women's cross country teams, as both
teams competed at Harkness Memorial
State Park in WaterfbrrL Connecticut
without being infected with a mysterious water-borneillness.
Yes, a water-borne illness. Last year
the cross country teams competed at
this course (Connecticut College 's
home course)during the New England
Small College Athletic Conference
Championship, which was held during
a raging tropical depression storm.
The curse of the "NESCAC rash," a
mysterious, omnipresent and itchy
skin irritation, was thoroughly
reversed last weekend. The harriers
enjoyed beautiful weather, and a dry.
Oat and fast course.
"Most of the guys preformed very
well ." Tim Maguire '08 said after
enjoying the pleasant race conditions.
He added, "this was our first true race
for the upperclassmenafter four weeks
of bard training, and I think everyone
was excited just to be racing again.
And we had some very solid perforJohn 'The Powerhouse" Swain '08
led the team with a 42nd place out of

216 competitors with a time of 26:39
over the eight-kilometer course (about
five miles). 25 p laces behind Swain,
simply known as "The House." was
Alex Gill '08, who finished with a
timeof 27:19 The Mules then drove in
a strong three-person pack, consisting
of Tim Maguire "08. Chris Darrah '10
and Bob Glotfelty '08, who finished
89th, 90th and 96th. respectively. The

The curse of the
'NESCAC rash', a
mysterious,
omnipresent,
and itchy skin
irritation, was
thoroughly
reversed last
weekend.
remaining two varsity spots on
Colby's squad were held by Chris
Appel 'OS (106th place, 28:08) and
Dan Moss '08 (119th, 28:39)
Collectively, the top five men
(Swain, Gill , Maguire, Darrah ,
Glotfelty) produced a score of 304
points. (In cross country, the lowest
score wins. Points are awarded by
what place the competitor finishes.)As

a team, the Mules finished in 11th
place out of 19 schools. Connecticut
which placed 7th with 205 points, was
the only other NESCAC school represented.
The women's team had a great day.
As a team, the women made the podium with a third place finish (81
points), besting 11 other teams.
Connecticut won the race, barely edging out runner-up Stonehill College 73
to 75. The women 's team was buoyed
by the strong performance of Anna
King '08 and Mandy Ivey *10.
Booking it to 2 third p!°c? finish.
King covered the six-kilometer course
(about 3.5 miles) in 22:44. Ivey, who
also booked it . placed 11 seconds
behind King for a fourth place finish.
Like the King-Ivey dynamic duo,
Katrina Gravel
'10 and Jen
MacDowell '09 finished the race
together, placing 23rd and 24th.
Gravel ran a time of 24:11 with
MacDowell three seconds behind.
Cassie Knight *10 (24:25) and firstyear phenomenon Emma Linhard
(24:26) delivered yet another one-two
punch by finishing within a second of
one another for 28th and 29th place.
Senior Lane Marder was the Lady
Mules' seventh finisher, completing
the course in 24:27 for 33rd place.
Both the women and the men will
not compete again until Oct. 6, at the
Open New England Meet in Boston,
Massachusetts.

FIELD HOCKEY:Despite 0-4 record, the Mules showed competitive drive
Continued From Page 12
goal and assist. Late in the second half
and deep in Colby's own territory,
Emily Wenzel '10 stopped a near-goal
with a tremendous save. During this
game, Colby 's entire lineup came
together to put the team in position to
win—and, in light of defeat, the team

looks to build off its great effort next
weekend.
Egan commented, "I think today we
finally clicked. We found out how
good this teamcan potentially be when
all of us come together to perform like
we did. We really played our hearts
out." Egan said, "This game was difficult to swallow, but the way we
played should give us something to

build off of next weekend and going
forward."
The Mules fell to 0-4 on the season,
but look prepared to turn the tide with
two big games next weekend. Colby
takes on NESCAC rival Middlebury
College in Vermont on Saturday,Sept.
29 and then plays New England
College at the Bill Alfond Field on
Sunday, Sept 30.

Start Your Career
in Accounting

Katie McCabe '08 proves her explosive speed as she beats her Bantam defender to the ball.

By AMANDA KOI-UN
STAFF WRITER

Colby women's soccer battled this
past week to earn a 4-1 win over
Husson College and tie New England
Small College Athletic Conference
opponent Trinity after two overtimes.
After struggling against Bowdoin
College and Tufts College, these two
games showed much improvement by
the Mules.
Although Husson College did not
present Colby with the same level of
competition as the NESCAC opponents
it recently took on, the Mules maintained their intensity to earn a solid victory. Captain Meggie Herlihy '08 and
Whitney Lynn '09 scored twice for
Colby to help attain this win. Captain
Katie McCabe '08 put up three assists
for Colby adding to her already recordbreaking number. Colby managed to
score early in the game off one of
McCabe's assists, but the game became
bed toward the middle of the first half.
The penalty kick goal by Husson gave
Colby the boost it needed to push
ahead, and it scored three goals in just
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Northeasfern's MS in Accounting/MBA
• For liberal arts, non-accounting majors
• 15-month program with 3-month paid residency
. Proven track record of 100% job placement at
leading accounting firms
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over seven minutes. These tallies were
enough for the Mules to overcome
Husson. "The whole team contributed
to this victory," Captain Lauren
Goethals '08 said, adding, "On the
field , things came together and as a
team we were finding each other and

It was disappointing to tie,
but a step in the
right direction,
every game is
going to be a
battle.
Lauren Goethals '08
Captain

moving the ball well." This improvement and communication translated
into a tough and close battle against

Trinity College on Saturday, Sept. 22
The Mules came out strong in the
first half against the Bantams with
many opportunities to score. Herlih >
nailed a shot off of the post early in the
first half, but unfortunately none of the
Mules was able to sink one. First-year
goalkeeper Loni Pisani earned her second collegiate shut out making eighi
saves for the Mules. She had a solid
performance in goal as Trinity out shot
Colby 19-13. The tired Mules battled
through two overtimes and stilt managed to hold off the Bantams
Unfortunately, this defensive success
did not translate to a victory and after
a tried effort , the game concluded an«climactically in a 0-0 tie. Goethals sees
this as a positive for the team despite
the disappointing outcome. "In the
second half and overtime we played
together and executed the game plan
as a team," Goethals said. "It was disappointing to tie, but a step in the right
direction, every game is going to be a
battle." The Mules next battle will be
against
NESCAC
opponent
Middlebury College in Middlebury.
Vermont, on Saturday, Sept. 29.

A bear market: Taking stock of Chicago 's QB
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Overtime tie for women's soccer; 0-0

By NICK CUNKELMAN
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As his name implies, Rex Grossman
is something of an anomaly among
National Football League quarterbacks. In a league where franchise QBs
all seem to carry their own performance-derived
epithets
(Brett
"Gunslinger" Favre, Peyton "IQ"
Manning, Tom "Golden Boy" Brady),
Grossman is harder to pin down than
Rulon Gardner circa Sydney 2000. In
fact, Chicago Rex 's performance
seems to defy alt explanation in a way
that Gardner (Rulon again) defies
death. With three touchdown performances followed by games with three
interceptions, the Bears signal-caller is
the poster boy for inconsistency.
Indeed, as high as Chicagoans' hope;
sit for this season's Bears, they also
inevitably ride on the play of their
quarterback—the good and the bad.
Last year, quarterbacking the eventual National Football Conference
Champions, Rex did have games in
which he was, as his first name would
suggest, truly regal. In Latin , the word
"rex" means "king" (fitting for a QB),
and thus Grossman and Da Bears ruled
over the NFC, finishing with the conference's best record, 13-3. In games
where King Rex reigned, such as in
week two against the Detroit Lions, it
poured.
Grossman finished 20-27, for 289
yards, four TDs and no interceptions in
a 34-7 Bears win. Likewise, in week
eight hosting the San Francisco 49ers,
Grossman led the way to a 41-10
thrashing, going 23-29 for 252 yards
and three TDs. Grossman's passer rating in games where he threw at least
two touchdowns was an average of
115.93.
Chicago, the team with the most
feared defense in the NFL, was even
more ferocious under King Rex. The
trouble was that the crown didn 't stay on

week-to-week.
Consider, for instance, week nine,
where Grossman was, as his last name
would suggest, a very large and slightly repulsive obstacle in the way of the
Bears' perfect season and Super Bowl
aspirations. In the Bears' 31-13 loss to
the lowly Miami Dolphins, Grossman
was 18-42, for 210 yards, just one TD
and three interceptions, one of" which
was returned for a score by Dolphins
defensive end Jason Taylor. It was the
Bears' first loss of the season, and
Grossman's worst performances were
yet to come. Week 12 at New England:
three interceptions and a 23.6 passer
rating. The next week against the
Vikings: three picks, a 1.3 passer rating
and 34 total yards passing. And in the

In games where
King Rex
reigned, such as
in week two
against the
Detroit Lions, it
poured .
final regular-season game against the
Packers: 2-12, 34 yards, 3 INT and a
zero-as in 0.0 passer rating.
Despite all the highs, the more
recent lows led Bears fans to dismay as
the playoffs began. To put it nicely, residents of the Windy City weren't too
high on their quarterback; sports-radio
in Chicago was calling for backup
Brian Griese, who played and performed quite well in the closing
moments of the Packers game. The QB
problem made it easy to forget that the
Bears were the top seed in the NFC,
and a visitor to the shores of Lake
Michigan for New Year's Eve would
have thought that the hometown team
was well out of it instead of contending
for the Lombardi trophy.
Yet, lucky for Grossman, the one
man whose opinion actually counted—
head coach Lovie Smith—stuck by his
inconsistent passer. The mantra "Rex

Grossman is our quarterback" was
often heard at press conferences, and
Smith was true to his word. Grossman
took every snap of every playoff game,
and although he wasn't dismal, he certainly didn 't win games. In the fourth
quarter of the Super Bowl, with the
Bears down 22-17, Grossman even had
the opportunity to put his team ahead
until he threw an errant pass that ended
up being intercepted for a touchdown
Game over. Season over.
Still, one of the best things about the
NFL is that at the start of a new season
hope truly springs eternal in all 32
camps. For the Chicago Bears, this
means a team that came so close to a
championship last year is even hungner. "We went into last season talking
about winning the Super Bowl," Smith
said. "We didn't. We came up short. So
that's our motivation. We know whai
it 's like to play on that stage; we don 'i
know what it 's like to win. The Colts
have the championship. They have the
Super Bowl ring. We don 't, and that 's
our motivation to finish the job this
year."
Unfortunately, in the pre-season the
prospects weren 't looking too good
Grossman seemed to digress in an
incomprehensible way, often unable to
handle the snap under center. In a midAugust Super Bowl rematch in
Indianapolis , he had three fumbles and
threw a pick. His first two games of the
regular season don't exactly instill confidence, either. Between a tough 14- -1
loss in San Diego and a 20-10 win over
the Chiefs, Grossman has thrown one
touchdown and three interceptions.
Considering his Jekyll-Hyde nature,
it has been a while—last December to
be exact—since Bears fans have seen
Dr. Jekyll throwing passes at Soldier
Field. Chicagoans are yearning for
their QB's stock to turn, yet underlying
pessimism pervades the Windy Cit>
As it stands, the Bears still have thai
ferocious D, the electric Devin Hester,
and a stoic coach, but all eyes arc on
Grossman. That bell you hear at the
start of each Bears game signals the
opening of the market for the day. And
with each snap, one has to wonder, is
this the day the recession ends?

O.J. Simpson and his
trail of disgrace

PLAYIN' THE FIELD

By TODD HERRMANN
There are a lot of dumb people in
sports today. And I mean reall y, reall y
dumb. Over the past few months, they
seem to be emerging at a faster rate
ihan normal. We had Adam "PacMan " Jones causing a melee at a Las
Vegas strip club, and running into
numerous other legal issues. Or the
soulless Michael Vick involved in a
Jog-fighting scandal. There is Bill
Belichick , whose questionable tactics
have tainted every victory the Patriots
have had over the past few years. But
a new person has come into the spotlight, even dumber than all the rest
ioiiibined: O.J. Simpson, who recenth tallied up 10 felony counts in an
attempted robbery in Las Vegas.
I am not going to passjudgmcnt on
whether or not he killed anybody 13
u-ars ago. A jury decided that , and
even if it was wrong, it 's not for me to
decide. But in a trial where almost all
die evidence pointed to O.J. as the
murderer, he was beyond lucky to
have gotten off—he faced a possible
death penalty and ended up instead
just paying some money in a civil
lawsuit. If you end up in a highly publicized trial for murder, and manage to
>tay out of jail , it seems logical that
\o\i would attempt to stay out of trouble afterward. But "The Juice ," as he
is often known, is clearly not a very
logical person.
There was once a time when O.J.
Simpson was not known as a murderer, or a shady figure, but simply for
being one of the greatest football
players of his day, and in fact, of all
ume. He won the Heisman Trophy
given annually to the best player in
college football in 1968 while at USC,
*as a two-time All-Amcncan and was
selected first in the 1969 NFL draft by
the Buffalo Bills. He was the first
ML player to rush for 2,000 yards in
i single season in 1973. He played in
•IX Pro Bowls and was named NFL
Player of the Year twice. In 1985, he
Aas inducted into the Football Hall of
Fame. After his playing career ended ,
he went on to not only commentating,
as many former players do , but he
ilso achieved a successful film career,
acting in movies and on television.
But of course, he is not known for any
of that , many people do not even realise that he was once a football player.
Then, he blew it all. A slow-speed
police chase, a bloody glove, and the
Trial of the century" later, and it was
no longer O.J. Simpson, the football
player, it was O.J. Simpson, the murderer. Even though he was not convicted, a murderer is still how people
ww him. But at least he still had his
life; he was a free man . Just a few
weeks ago, however, Las Vegas police
questioned Simpson about missing
memorabilia at a Las Vegas casino. He
admitted to taking the items, claiming
to they had originally been stolen
finm him , but denied breaking into or
Altering a room. As police gathered
tiorc evidence, O.J seemed to sink
into a pit of more and more trouble.
And now, he has been charged with
-imspiracy to commit robbery, burglary with a deadly weapon , two
counts of assault with a deadly
*eapon, and coercion. He is now out
1 prison on $125,000 bail , but if he
toes eventually get convicted of all
-targes, he faces up to 60 years in
prison. Why would somebody who
*Js so successful turn so hombl y
-tong? Maybe he took too many
uiocks to the head... maybe he spent
!(*> much time at college playing football and not enough in class, he missed
foe part where everyone else learned
common sense. All I know for sure is
toat he could be in a lot of trouble—
^J this time Johnnie Cochran will not
be there to bail him out.
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Volleyball clinches UNE
with a 3-0 loss to Wclleslcy College.
By LIZZI FORT
30-28 in the first game and then 30-9
STAFF WRITER
and 30-19 in the final two games
Colby finished off Friday night , how12th
ever, with a 3-1 victory over
After going 1-3 and placing
overall in the MIT Women 's Emmanuel College where it won the
Volleyball Invitational Tournament first game 30-23, and despite
and losing 3-0 against Bowdom Emmanuel capturing the second game
College last week, Colby ' s women in a reversed 30-23 win, the Mules
came back to clinch the match in the
volleyball reached a turning point
Monday, Sept. 24 against the next two games winning them 30-22
University of New England by clinch- and 30-27.
In the match against Emmanuel.
ing a close five game match.
The Mules fell in the first two Arvidson shined with 13 kills and four
games of the match in close competi- blocks. Senior co-captain and outside
tion , losing 33-31 in the first game. hitter Jessie Prentice added her awn
Despite having a 28-26 lead against contribution with 10 kills and 15 digs
the Nor 'eastcrs for most of the second While co-captain Cassie Sancartier
game, the Mules could not clinch the *08 had 11 digs and seven kills.
Lawrence had 31 assists and nine aces.
win and ended up losing 30-28.
Saturday did not fare as well for the
"Where we've been struggling is
with our mental toughness, being able Mules , however, who fell 3-2 in a tight
to finish off games," Coach Candice five-game match against Springfield
Parent said after the match on College , 30-28, 25-30, 30-16, 28-30
Monday "I feel tonight we showed a and 15-11.
Against Springfield , Arvidson congreat improvement with our mental
toughness."
tinued her solid performance with 14
kills , while middle
The mental toughness Parent is referblocker
Larissa
Levine '10 tacked
ring to is the
on nine kills herself
impressive
threeLawrence set 40
game rally the Mules
assists and had 14
had against New
di gs. Prentice had a
Fngland to seize the
solid eight kills and
win , 30-2 1, 30-26
and 15-9 (if the
an improved 23
Sophomore
match plays up to a
digs.
fifth game the game
Megan Conroy had
and
is only played to 15).
27
digs
"Our major downCandice Parent Sancartier finished
with
24.
fall the last two
Coach
weekends has been
Fighting attitude
still intact after the
ball control ," Parent
said. "Volleyball is
dog-fi ght
against
Springfield
the
such a game of
momentum and we 've been quick to Mules went into their final match of
give it up. We've been giving up lots the weekend against Smith College
pushing the first game of the match
of strings of points."
Parent also stressed the accomplish- into extra-points, though eventually
ment of the team stepping up to the falling 36-34. The match seemed to
plate with its high scorer Meredith fall out of the Mules ' hands after that
Lawlcr '09 out with an injury. A big first game and they ended up losing
component of the success of the the next two games as well, 30-21 and
offense without Lawler is freshman 30-17.
Heather Arvidson , who against the
Against the Smith Pioneers .
Nor 'eastcrs committed twenty-four Arvidson led the way again for Colby
kills , a career high.
with 11 kills. Prentice remained conSetter Jenny Lawerence '09 had sistent with 10 kills and 11 digs As did
nine aces in the match Monday night , Lawrence who set 24 assists and had
eight of which were in the pivotal
12 digs.
This weekend the team travels to
fourth game She also had fifty assists
in the match.
Bates College in Lewiston, Maine for
The Mules started off last weekend the Bates Invitational Tournament

Where we 've
been struggling
is with our mental toughness;
being able to
finish off games.

MEN'S SOCCER: To play the undefeated Panthers
Continued From Page 12

the majority of play out of their defensive side, yet had little luck with their
goal scoring opportunities. Several
shots hit the goal post or strayed just a
few feet outside of the goal to hold the
score at 3-0 for most of the second
half. Finally, Co-Captain Will Kinder
'08 lofted a high ball from well outside
the 18-yard box, over the head of the
Bantam goalkeeper to tally the fourth
and final goal of the game. Sophomore
Duy Lyford assisted Kinder in his
efforts. Although this goal acted as
insurance for a Mule victory. Colby
continued to play aggressive defense
for the last seven minutes of the game

until the whistle finally blew
Dan Marden '10 earned his first
shutout of the season and of his collegiate career, with five saves for the
Mules.
Colby now looks ahead to this
Saturday 's game away against
Middlebury College. The Panthers
boast a 4-0 record this season, having
beaten the likes of Wesleyan
University, Connecticut College and
Tufts University. They have yet to
allow a goal against their defense.
With Colby 's momentum coming off
the Trinity victory, the Mules and the
Panthers will likel y endure a hard
fought match.

Fantasy Bargains in 2007

Devastator of the Week

THE FOCUS ON FANTASY
By DANNY EPSTEIN

My condolences to you if your fantasy football team dropped to 0-3 this
week. If you 're in a ten-team league
where six make the playoffs, you
could still sneak in. but otherwise,
you ' re in deep trouble On an unrelated note . I' ve never seen so many passes dropped as in the last Sunday Nig ht
Game (Cowboys vs. Bears ) If you
have Bernard Bcrnan or my boy
Patrick Crayton on your team , they
just cost you two touchdowns and possibly a week three victory. In this
week's installment of the Focus on
Fantasy, we'll look at some players
who have been a bargain compared to
their average draft position (ADP).
Jon Kitna QB Del. 1 understand that
watching him can be quite painful
(although not as painful as the Lions
defense), but the bottom line is that
Kitna gets the job done. He 's leading
the NFL with 980 yards passing and
has totaled six TDs. He has a propensity to fumble (well okay he actually
fumbles like twice a game) but overall,
he's been great. Kitna was drafted as
the 14th best QB on average behind
Michael Vick (huh?), Matt Leinart and
Phillip Rivers. He is easily outperforming all these players and has provided
many fantasy owners with a deal
LaMont Jordan RB Oak. Seeing
anybody from the Raiders on your
fantasy roster can be a bit alarming.
Although it is true that Jordan has
been terrific this year for a decent
offense He is second in the league's
rushing yards with 350 and had two
huge games. Jordan was selected on
average as the 34th RB but has far
outperformed many of the backs
selected before him if your team is
struggling at RB with injuries or poor

Todd Boertze! '09
Not only did Todd Boertzel '09 net the game-winning goal against
Trinity to notch the Mules' first NESCAC victory of the season, he earned
the Mules ' first NESCAC Player of the Week honor for the 2007 season.
Boertzel led the squad to their 4-0 defeat on Sept. 22 by scoring one goal
and assisting two others. He one-touch volleyed bis first goal of the season
off of a left-footed cross from teammate Nate Seiberling '11 at 13:49 of the
first half. Only 55 seconds later, Boertzel set up Seiberling in the mirror
image of the previous goal-scoring play by crossing the ball onto the foot of
his teammate. As if these two power drives were not enough, Boertzel
assisted another goal by beating his defender and lofting a high ball into the
box, where Andrew Cheit *09 slammed home the assist. Boertzel now has
one goal and five assists for the Mules. He leads the NESCAC in assists per
game (1.25) and ranks third in points per game (1.75).
, see if the owner with
performance
Jordan would part with his services
for a mid-level WR or QB
Chris Chambers WR Mia Now
refrain from screaming at your newspaper Patriots fans I realize Randy
Moss has been quite impressive this
year Moss has been unbelievable , but
note that people were selecting him as
a top 15 WR before the season began.
Chris Chambers on the other hand was

being picked as the 26th best WR and
is 3rd in receiving yards with 302.
Chambers has endured a very odd
career where he is great one year and
terrible the next. He had a very disappointing 2006 campaign so it fi gures
that he would bounce back this year.
This may be the most fragile of these
picks since Trent Green and the Miami
offense are a bit suspect, but so far so
good for the Wisconsin graduate

Golf places second in Colby Classic
By SARAH KIRKER
STAFF WRITER

After finishing eleventh out of a
field of 13 in its first tournament at
Bowdoin College and eighth in the
Maine State Intercollegiate Meet , the
Colby golf team began climbing the
standings , coming in second in the
University of Maine al Farminglon
Tournament on Sept. 15. and just five
strokes behind the leaders last weekend on Sept- 22 at the Colb y Classic
The Colby Classic was the first of
the home tournaments this season and
based on the performances of the
Colby golfers, the idea of home advantage is alive and well at the Waterville
Country Club . In this latest tournament a familiar course again contributed to Colby 's success A lter each
shooting an impressive 170 over the
course of two days in the UMF tournament , sophomores Sam Roulaeu and
Hans Noermg paired up in this tournament to shoot a combined score of 72
for nine holes. This came in just one
stroke above the top score of 71 shot by
the Husson College pairing of Adam
Packard and Chris liamei fhe other
Colby pairings of Cms Thompson ' 11
and Conor Tubnd y '08 along with
Nick Spillane '08 and John Wagner "09
each combined for a solid 79 each
This weekend the Waterville

Country Club also played host to the
Sid Fair Invitational where Colby 's
Thompson tied Husson 's Nick
Petletier for second place , with each
shooting a 77 Once again Husson
came m first in the team competition,
although it was Bates golfer Kurt
Schuler who took top individual honors with a 75. Colby 's team struggled
as a whole , totaling only 13 points m a
Stableford format. 11 of which were
earned by Thompson.

...sophomores
Sam Rouleau
and Hans
Noering paired
up in this tournament to shoot
a combined
score of 72 for
nine holes.
The team now looks forward to this
week's New Eng land Small College
Athletic Conference Championship
hosted by Hamilton in Clinton, NY
The team has hopes of sneaking into
the top four and extending its season

into the coming spring Following
NESCACs, the team will play in w hat
promises to be a hotl y contested CBB
tournament at Brunswick Country
Club. The season comes to a close the
following week back in Waterville for
the Colby Invitational
One person very happ> with the
improvement Colby has shown in the
standings is head coach Jim Tortorella
Tortorella has doubled as the men 's
hockey coach for 12 of his 13 seasons
as Colby 's golf coach and has enjoyed
great success on the ice nnk. leading
the team to a 186-94-23 record. It is
this success which he hopes to transfer
over to the green
Colby women also got tn on the
golfing action this week , coming in
second to Bates by only three strokes
in the tournament held at the
Waterville Country Club this Friday.
In the individual competition Meredith
Carden *08 tied for second with a
score of 97. six strokes behind Bates
leader Whitney Roller
This year's team has shown great
promise for the future with four of the
regular starting line-up able to return
next season including co-captain
Wagner With all of its young talent to
build upon, the Colby golf team looks to
keep improving until it is are able to pose
a senous threat in NESCAC golfing
competition

FOOTBALL: With one game under belt, the Mules look forward to Midd.
Continued From Page !2

Duy Lyford 10 looks to drive the ball up field in last Saturdays game.

37 times. Captain Chris Bashaw '08
had the most success on the ground ,
rushing for 23 yards Justin Caution
'08 was the offensive highlight of the
day for the Mules , catching eig ht balls
for 63 yards Head Coach Ed Mcsticn
seemed to use a quarterback b > committee approach playing Billy Ryan
'08, Steve Carroll '09 and Patrick
Burns ' 11 with great frequency All
three showed flashes of brilliance and
can be expected to improve as the season continues Except for a few slighted plays , the offensive line gave the
QBs ample opportunity to throw and

did a good job containing Trinity 's
from seven

fins neck, (lie Mules will make the

...[The Mules]
held close to the
opposing
defense, yet
lacked the offensive might to
move the ball
forward.

trek to the farm pastures of Vermont to
take
on
Middlebury
College.
Middlebury beat Wesleyan University
24-10 this past weekend and comes
into the game sporting a 1-0 record It
boasts senior running back David
Randolph who registered 26 carries for
105 yards and one touchdown last
weekend He recorded the most carries
and yards gamed by any NESCAC RB
in week one Middlebury sophomore
James Milliard also has the most allpurpose yards totaling 147 in week
one. This game should be a wtnnable
contest for the Mules as they look to
notch their first win of the season

this week
in sports

MEN'S SOCCER BEATS
TRINITY IN FIRST

FRIDAY, SEPT. 28

NESCAC VICTORY

VOLLEYBALL
vs. River
@ Bates Invitational

By MOLLY BIDDISCOMBE

MEN ' S TENNIS
@ HA Regionais

SPORTS EDITOR

ROB KIEV1T/IMS COLBY ECHO

BrianSolar '08 battles through Bates 'defense on Saturday. Sept. 22 to score his f irst try in the 54th minute of play Colby soundly defeated the Bobcats.

Rugby team routs Bates in grueling 19-7 victory
By DAVID LOWE
STAFF WRITER

The men 's rugby game kicked off a
long day of sports action last Saturday.
Sept. 22. and the fans were not let
down. An earl y 10:00 a.m. start gave
the Mules ' "a slow start, but we came
on strong in the second half and really
took it lo Bates ," Colby captain
Andrew Kabatznick '08 said after the
game. Guy Sack '09, who scored a try
for the Mules added, "We played
down to their level in the first half , but
we were better conditioned then they
were." This , along with Colby 's bi g
hitters, really turned the tide of the
second half as Colb y routed Hales
College 19-7.
The scoring started in the 25th
minute after Bates took advantage of a
Colby penalty and snuck in its first and
onl y try of the game. The successful
conversion put Bates up 7-0. Things
could have worsened if it were not for
a spectacular open field tackle by

Michael Owaze '08 of Colby. A Bates 54th minute. The score started with a
player had gotten free and was sprint- successful line in to Fletcher Schoen
ing downfield Gwazc took him down , ' 10 after the ball went out of bounds.
saving Colby from being down 14-0. Colby worked the ball back and forth
Colby came back in the 35th minute across the field deeper into Bates terriwith a try by Guy Sack after Colby tory. Once Solar took the ball however.
it was all over. After
worked the ball
dod ging one Bates
down the field. The
defender. Solar ran
conversion kick was
over the last man to
from a tough angle
put Colby up for
and kicker Peter
good.
After
Raymond
'09
Raymond' s convermissed wide left.
sion
Colby
led
12-7.
Colby was down at
Bates tried in vain
halftone7-5.
to come back , but to
The second half
no avail. The Colby
was a whole differdefense was like a
ent ballgame. The
"brick wall" in the
Mules dominated
and
the
play,
Guy Sack '09 words of Jay Lannon
"09, who anchored a
Bobcats struggled to
Player
solid defensive unit
get the ball out of
with Sam Hoff '09.
their side of the
Colby scored again
field. The Bates
team looked tired , slow and clumsy as in the 64th minute to put the game
Colby tore them apart. Brian Solar '08 away. Jack D'lsidoro ' 10 collected the
scored the first of his two tries in the ball out of the scrum and worked the

We played down
to [Bates'] level
in the first half ,
but we were
better conditioned then they
were.

Trinity downs f ootball 20-0
By DANNY EPSTEIN
STAFF WRITER

Quarterback Eric McGrath led the
high powered Tnnitv Bantams offense
to a 20-0 win versus Colby on a humid
Saturday afternoon at Seavems Field.
McGrath finished the game with an
impressive 20 for 40. for 338 yards

and three touchdowns coupled with
two interceptions. His quarterback rating was 135.6 on the game, which was
enough to cam him New Eng land
Small College Athletic Conference
Player of the Week. He hit Joe Clark
for a NESCAC record 99-yard touchdown play on Trinity 's second offensive series after Colby punter Victor
Gagne '09 pinned the Bantams back at

the one yard-line. Clark ran a slant but
the safety hel p arrived too late as he
made the catch and outran the defense.
The Trinity QB frequently looked for
his 6'7". 260 pound tight end Andrew
McDowell , who had five catches for
84 yards and two touchdowns and
seemed nearly impossible to cover.
The Mule squad sang a similar tune
to last year 's as they held close to the
opposing defense, yet lacked the
offensive mi ght to move the ball forward. The defense held Trinity to a
paltry 2.7 yards per rush and caused
five turnovers. Greg Enos '08 and Sam

The defense held
Trinity to a paltry 2.7 yards per
rush and caused
five turnovers.
Handler '09 combined to record nine
tackles each and Handler had an
impressive two quarterback hurries
and one pass deflection. Alex Halls
'09 also had seven tackles and a fumble recovery. Except for a few plays,
the Mules stifled the Trinity offense
and pressured McGrath. Colby 's
defensive line showed that it will be a
force to reckon with this season , especially against NESCAC opponents of
more equal ph ysical si/e to the Mules '
squad.
The Mules ' coaching staff made a
concerted effort to run the ball on
Saturday In total , they rushed the ball
BOB KEIVfT/THE COLBT £CHO

Tom Daley 09 and Ryan Murphy 'II take down a Bantam on Sept. 22.

Continued on Page 11

ball deeper into Bates territory. Solar
downed the ball in the end zone for
Colby 's third try. Raymond converted
again and Colby was up 19-7.
Other game highlig hts included
Solar putting a devastating hit on a
Bates ball carrier earl y in the second
half . Kabatznick returning a kick deep
into Bates territory that kept the
momentum going in the second half
and finally when a Bates player called
Schoen "Ginger. " After the game,
Kabatznick called out some of his
teammates for their hard work. "A
strong individual effort by Brian Solar
and Sam Clifford This was Clifford's
first A-side start at Prop and he hel ped
the Colby scrum dominate the Bates
scrum." Solar was Colby 's high scorer
with ten points , followed by Sack and
Raymond scoring five and four points
respectively.
The undefeated Mules rugby team
continues the fi ght next weekend as
they travel to Bowdoin College in
Brunswick , Maine on Sept. 29.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 29

After an overtime tie and close loss
in the past two weeks, the Mules took
the field on Saturday, Sept 22 against
Trinity College lo earn their first New
England Small College Athletic
Conference win. And they did it in a
big way. The Mules took down the
Bantams in a shut out 4-0 victory,
which improves their record to 2-1-1
overall and 1-1-1 in the NESCAC
league.
The dynamic dun of Todd Boertzel
'09 and Nate Seiberling ' 10 connected
on the first two goals of the game to
assist each other in both scoring in the
span of 55 seconds. At 13:49 in the
first half Seiberling crossed the ball in
front of the goalmouth and Boertzel
one-time volleyed the ball into the net
Less than a minute later, before the
Bantam defense could regroup,
Boertzel and Seiberling attacked
again—this time Boertzel assisted his
first-year teammate in the second goal
of the game. Seiberling got the goal at
14:44. The Mules refused to relinquish
their domination of the field , and continued to beat the Bantams with clever
sequences and hard fought battles in
the air and on ground.
At the end of the first half Andrew
Cheit '09 netted his first collegiate
goal off another assist from Boertzel.
They entered into halftime with a
comfortable 3-0 lead over Trinity,
though the Bantams were far from
ready to give up their fight
The second half consisted of a fierce
back and forth battle between the two
squads. The Mules managed to keep

VOLLEYBALL
vs. Coast Guard
@ Bates Invitational
FIELD HOCKEY
@ Middlebury
MEN'S SOCCER
@ Middlebury
GOLF
<® NFSCAC Tournament
FOOTBALL
@ Middblebury
WOMEN 'S SOCCER
@ Middlebury
MEN ' S TENNIS
<3> ITA Regionais
V OLLEYBALL
vs. UMass-Darmouth
@ Bates Invitational

SUNDAY, SEPT. 30
MEN ' S CREW
& Textile River Regatta
W OMEN' S CREW
@ Textile River Regatta
GOLF
@ NESCAC Tournament
FIELD HOCKEY
vs. New England College
1:00 p.m.
MEN ' S TENNIS
@ ITA Regionais

Continued on Page 11

FIELD HOCKEY TAKES GUT-WRENCHING OVERTIME LOSS TO BANTAM!
By BRETT WAGENHE1M
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Saturday, Sept . 22 , Colby 's field
hockey squad fell to the Trinity
College Bantams in a close-fought . 43 overtime battle. The back-and-forth
contest came down to the wire when
Trinity tied the game late in the second
half and went on to score four minutes
and 24 seconds into the overtime period The Mules jumped out to an earl y
lead when forward Mery l Pouiin ' 11
notched her first career goal. The
squad headed into halftime tied 1-1
with the Bantams, but came out firing
in the second half with a go-ahead goal
by sophomore Amy Campbell off an
assist from midfielder Jess Egan '08 in
the right corner. The Mules added to
their lead when junior Mary Claire
Snedikcr scored a diving goal off a
crossing pass from the first-year
Pouiin. Trinity pulled closer and then
tied the game when it scored two goals
during a two-minute span in the second half.
The Mules commanded the game
during the first half and for the greater
portion of the second-half , before

Volleyball bounces back

BOO K1EVIT/JHE COLO* f t '

Colby p layed its best game thus f a r this season is Trinity on Sept. 22.

Trinity closed the gap late in the game
and eventually emerged victorious
Despite taking the tough loss, Colby
played its best game of the young 2007
season. Senior tri-captain Jamie Enos
played an excellent game in goal ,
while junior backs Mollie Kimmel and

Fra/er Humes both had strong perfo
mances. Egan had an outstandiri
game up and down the field , and firyear Pouiin sparked the Mules offei
sivc attack with her first collegia

INSIDE SPORTS

After going 1-3 in the MIT tournament, the
Mules edged UNE in a comeback win. PAGE II

Women's soccer ties Trinity

Despite two hard-fought overtime periods,
Colby was unable to score.
PAGE IO
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